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Abstract
Fire fighting in project management is the unplanned allocation of resources to either fix
problems or speed completion of a project. In a startup company environment, fire
fighting oftentimes becomes the norm rather than the exception despite the best efforts to
eliminate it. In particular, there are frequently constrained resources, and project
managers face tough allocation decisions that can lead to a fire fighting culture.
This thesis develops a system dynamics model to simulate the resource allocation
decisions a group of Project Managers at a startup company must face. A current state
simulation is presented with a discussion of current practices, and several future
alternative scenarios are tested and analyzed.
Results show that current practices allow for on-time completion of projects within
reasonable work hours. Hiring of additional employees may be able to reduce the gross
number of hours employees work, and workforce expansion is compared versus increased
project workload to identify acceptable and sustainable levels of growth. Productivity
gains in the form of increased computational speed were found to be as effective as hiring
new employees, and developing in-house manufacturing capabilities may be viable
depending on cost and flexibility.
Unexpectedly, fire fighting behavior in the system dynamics model was observed to be
minimal, and the flexibility inherent in the startup environment was a major contributor
to minimizing fire fighting that did occur.
Thesis Supervisor: Paulo Gongalves
Title: Visiting Assistant Professor
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background and Motivation
Effective and efficient project management is important for any organization, however, it
can be particularly critical for a startup company. Startups tend to have fewer resources
than established companies in terms of both monetary and personnel assets, so if and
when a project runs behind schedule, there are fewer options for startups to deal with the
situation. Oftentimes, this leads to increased unplanned employee work hours as, in the
absence of additional people to assign to the project, project members attempt to do more
by themselves. This unplanned allocation of resources is called fire fighting, and if such
fire fighting manages to alleviate the situation, other projects in the pipeline may see
detrimental ramifications from the attention of employees being focused elsewhere.
Many startups live on shoe-string budgets and survive from project to project, thus
making on-time delivery of results to clients a live-or-die scenario. Allocation of all
resources to get one project done on-time can mean that another project falls by the
wayside, which precipitates a downward spiral of fire fighting to meet the next set of
goals that can lead to company failure.
Employee stress and burn out can easily occur under such conditions, and the effects on
company morale and productivity can be detrimental. In addition, the public image of the
company to its clients can be damaged or degraded if constant fire fighting leads to
rushed products with inconsistent or poor quality or performance.
Thus, the effects of fire fighting can be particularly dire for startups, which make
understanding the mechanisms behind fire fighting and how to mitigate them particularly
salient. The motivation behind this thesis stems from the author's own experiences
working in a startup environment and a desire to better understand why fire fighting
occurred and what steps can be taken to lessen its effects for the good of the company, its
employees, and its customers.
1.2. Thesis Objectives
The principle objective of this study is to use System Dynamics (SD) to develop a model
that will allow decision makers at the startup company described in this thesis, referred to
hereafter as Alpha Company (a pseudonym), to better understand the role that various
dynamic feedback processes and delays play in resource allocation during project
management and how it contributes to fire fighting behavior. The study provides a
systems-level perspective that shows how human and organizational factors contribute to
fire fighting behavior, and it strives to identify some high leverage points that the
company can take advantage of through the analysis of several theoretical scenarios.
2. Alpha Company
2.1. Introduction
Alpha Company specializes in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modeling for the
power generation industry. Alpha Company is a service-based company providing
computationally based design recommendations that improve desired fluid flow
characteristics.
The power generation industry, in particular the coal-fired power plants that Alpha
Company specializes in, faces increasing governmental regulations concerning emission
standards and environmental friendliness. Coal-fired plants function by burning coal and
generating heat to produce the steam that turns the turbines that generate electricity for
consumption. Please see Figure 1 for a diagram illustrating the layout of a generic power
plant.
1. Cooling tower
2. Cooling water pump
3. Transmission line (3-phase)
4. Unit transformer (3-phase)
5. Electric generator (3-phase)
6, Low pressure turbine
7. Condensate extraction pump
8. Condensor
9. Intermediate pressure turbine
10. Steam governor valve
11. High pressure turbine
12. Deaerator
13. Feed heater
14. Coal conveyor
15.. Coal hopper
16. Pulverised fuel mill
17. Boiler drum
18 Ash hopper
19. Superheater
20. Forced draught fan
21. Reheater
22. Air intake
23. Economiser
24.. Air preheater
25. Precipitator
26 Induced draught fan
27. Chimney Stack
Figure 1: Generic Power Plant Diagram
The raw byproducts of fossil fuel combustion have been linked to acid rain, air pollution,
and global warming, and emissions standards have been developed to limit the harm to
both human populations and the environment. Flue gas, the term used for the gas to be
emitted to the atmosphere, is often treated prior to atmospheric release via a series of
chemical processes and scrubbers. Electrostatic precipitators, fabric filters, and screens
remove particulate matter, while flue gas desulfurization captures sulfur dioxide.
Selective catalytic reduction converts NO, to nitrogen and water via a catalyst, which is
also highly dependent on the successful injection of ammonia via an Ammonia Injection
Grid (AIG). A host of other chemical injection systems result in reactions for the
removal of other harmful chemicals, and proper flow distributions are critical for efficient
operation of any of these processes. Alpha Company provides fluid modeling that allows
for the design of devices that provide an optimized flow distribution that results in
increased plant efficiencies, reduced harmful emissions, and longer plant lifetimes.
Modeling can take the form of either a physical or computational simulation or most
frequently both. Physical experimental modeling involves construction of a scale model
of the desired object to pass fluid through, while computational modeling involves
translating the object into a computer model and generating simulated fluid flow. A brief
discussion of CFD is presented below followed by a similar discussion on experimental
modeling.
2.1.1. Computational Fluid Dynamics
The engineering analysis of any process involving fluid flow is highly complex and
requires detailed knowledge of the three-dimensional time-dependent flow being studied.
Traditionally, physical model studies have been the only option available for this
purpose. However, the increasing speed and cheapening costs of computational
resources have allowed computational fluid dynamics to become a reliable and cost-
effective tool to be used in conjunction with experimental modeling.
CFD analysis is the synthesis of many years of research in the fields of applied
mathematics, computer science, and the physical and engineering sciences. It involves
problem formation and analysis, numerical analysis and computer programming, and data
processing and visualization. CFD has found wide ranging successes in a diverse array
of fields including the aerospace, automotive, mechanical, chemical, manufacturing and
construction industries, along with environmental, ergonomic, and physiological
applications. Specific applications include the analysis of gas turbines, airfoils, engine
exhaust systems, pumps and fans, heat exchangers, mixers, chemical reactors, boilers,
catalytic reducers, weather related phenomenon, fire detection and suppression, HVAC,
and arterial blood flows.
The modeling process begins by translating plant drawings into a three-dimensional
model using CAD software and exporting the model into IGES format. The IGES file is
then converted into a native CFD software format where a fluid mesh (computational
grid) is constructed, as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Example Computational Grid
From here, algorithms along with turbulence models can be implemented to integrate all
primary variables to within a convergence tolerance that can generate velocity, pressure,
temperature, and dispersion behavior, as shown in the example plot in Figure 3 for
temperature contours.
Figure 3: Example CFD Outputs. (Left) Predicted thermal stresses in engine cylinder head. (Right)
Temperature contours in engine cylinder head.'
CFD provides a powerful tool to aid in the design process. Typically, many iterations of
the computational model can be implemented and analyzed in the same amount of time
that is required to build a traditional physical model, which results in cost and time
' Dyamics #27. CD-adapco, March 2007.
savings. Using computational methods also allows for higher resolution data generation
that cannot generally be achieved using traditional physical flow measurement
techniques.
2.1.2. Experimental Fluid Dynamics
When performing experimental scale model tests, it is important to consider scaling laws
at they are applied to the governing equations of fluid dynamics. Fortunately, the
governing equations of fluid dynamics, the Navier-Stokes Equations along with the
continuity equation, can be non-dimensionalized to yield a set of equations that produce
similar results independent of geometric scaling when similar boundary and initial
conditions are applied. This set of equations is shown below.
Ux + Vy + Wz = 0
u, +uux +vuy + wuz = - +- (u• x +uyy +uzZ)Re
1 1
v, +u• + wy +- e= P e(Vx +Yy I+ v)-Fr 2
w, + uwx + vw Y + ww -p +I(w, + w- + w)Re
Where
ULRe =
U
Fr =
Where
u, v, w = x, y, z components of Velocity
p = pressure
U = Fluid Velocity
L = Characteristic Distance
H = Height
g = Gravitational Acceleration
The dimensionless numbers above are known as the Reynolds (Re) and Froude (Fr)
numbers, respectively. This analysis states that if the Reynolds and Froude numbers are
matched between prototype and model, the dimensionless velocity fields will be the same
between prototype and model. This matching is impossible for almost all real-world
modeling problems since the velocity and viscosity of the fluid are the only independent
parameters (L and H are fixed by geometric similarity and gravity is constant under
ambient conditions).
For flows in which gravity is the dominant force, e.g. spillways, dams and waves, it is
most important to match Froude numbers between model and prototype. For flows in
which viscosity dominates, e.g. internal flows or liquids with high viscosity, it is most
important to match Reynolds numbers.
Furthermore, matching of Reynolds numbers under laboratory conditions is almost
always impractical, if not impossible. At Reynolds numbers greater than 8,000, though,
one can apply high Reynolds number similarity theory thus lessening this restriction.
This theory states the following. At high Reynolds numbers, the flow is well within the
turbulent regime and viscosity effects are limited to the boundary layer. This boundary
layer grows asymptotically with Reynolds number and thus Reynolds numbers do not
affect the flow field profiles for the majority of the flow domain. This allows us to
accurately apply model results to prototype conditions and has been shown to be true
over many years of experimental fluid dynamics testing.
During the process of non-dimensionalization of the Navier-Stokes equations referenced
above, the pressure terms were non-dimensionalized with the dynamic pressure term,
thus, allowing a prediction that the pressure will scale from model to prototype as
PP U2
PP P - u2
PM UM
In the above, U is an average velocity at a generic location in the ductwork and p is the
density of the fluid. Subscripts indicate Model and Prototype values.
2.2. Project Lifecycle Overview
Projects begin with an initial proposal to potential customers or clients. The proposal
contains initial specifications, flow requirements, and goals for the project, and once the
proposal has been accepted and the contract rewarded, Alpha Company receives detailed
drawings of the plant to be modeled.
Next, a three-dimensional full-scale CAD model is created. At this point, based on the
geometry of the ductwork, high probability problem areas can generally be identified
without the use of simulation tools. The CAD model may be sent back to the client for
verification of dimensional accuracy and comments.
Com onents for the construction of the physical model are created based off scaling
1/12 of the CAD model and sent to a third party for laser cutting, which can take up to
two weeks. While this is occurring, initial CFD runs are usually taking place with initial
flow distribution device design occurring simultaneously. The design process is an
iterative one where the results from the CFD tests lead to changes in the CAD, and this
continues until an acceptable design that meets project specifications is found. A major
uncertainty in the project lifecycle is, thus, the number of iterations required to reach a
satisfactory solution.
It is hoped that, by the time parts for the physical model arrive, designs that meet the
project requirements have been achieved, and all that is left is for the physical model to
be constructed and tested for verification of the computational results. A degree of
iteration is also present at this stage, as the physical model results can influence the
design process and lead to changes in the CAD model.
Once this is completed, the results and recommendations are compiled into an initial
report, submitted to the client for comments and revisions, and once those are received,
the final report is issued along with final drawings. If necessary, client visits are
interspersed throughout the project as milestones are reached. From beginning to end, a
typical project lasts twelve weeks.
Figure 4: Project Lifecycle Overview
2.3. Organizational Structure
Alpha Company displays a flat organizational structure, as represented below.
Figure 5: Organizational Structure
A General Manager (GM) oversees three generic groups of employees: Project Managers,
Modeling Technicians, and Lab employees.
2.3.1. Project Managers
Project Managers (PMs) are the main focus of this study. They hold ultimate
responsibility for the success or failure of a project and are involved in nearly every step
of the project. They are the main point of contact with the client once a contract is
obtained, and their responsibilities include the following:
* Proposal writing
* Translation of plant drawings into CAD models
* CFD simulation and analysis
* Flow distribution device design and recommendations
* Ordering of physical model parts
* Physical model construction
* Physical model testing and data collection
* Client communications and reports
* Final design drawings
* Budget monitoring
Given the variety of tasks they must perform and the tight schedules within which they
must operate, how they allocate their time and energy and make the best use of resources
is the central topic of this thesis. Broadly, PM responsibilities can be divided into CAD-
related tasks, CFD-related tasks, or lab-related tasks, and it is normal to perform tasks in
parallel e.g. a CFD simulation can be running while a PM is working in the lab/shop
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constructing a physical model. PM responsibilities frequently overlap with those of other
employees.
2.3.2. Lab Employees
Lab employees deal almost exclusively with lab-related project tasks. The Lab Manager
(LM) oversees all aspects of physical model construction and testing as well as training
of the Lab Technicians (LTs).
Lab employees perform the bulk of the manual tasks that need to be accomplished for a
project, and their responsibilities include:
* Ordering of parts
* Welding and construction of models
* Physical model testing and data collection
* Fabrication of specialty parts or structures such as injection systems
* Lab space upkeep, maintenance, and management
Working in the lab space requires a certain degree of manufacturing knowledge, such as
proper welding technique, tool usage, and safety guidelines, as well as creativity in the
manufacturing of non-standard parts. Communication with project managers is needed in
both directions for conveying project status and updating the criticality of tasks.
Mobilization of additional manpower from the ranks of the other employee groups is
common since there are almost always more tasks than can be accomplished by the lab
employees alone in a given timeframe.
2.3.3. Modeling Technicians
Modeling technicians focus primarily on CAD-related tasks, which overlap with project
managers. Because modeling technicians work almost exclusively on CAD, their levels
of productivity and expertise are greater than that of the project managers. When needed,
the modeling technicians will also assist in the lab where their manufacturing experience
complements that of the LM's.
Part-time modeling technicians work approximately one day a week and assist on
projects as need be.
2.3.4. Sales and Marketing
The Director of Commercial Projects (DCP) is responsible for the Sales and Marketing
functions at Alpha Company. His primary responsibilities include:
* Brand awareness and recognition
* Sales to new and existing clients
* Market research and development
* Customer relationships
* Project preparation in advance of turnover to project managers
The DCP is the point-of-contact between Alpha Company and its clients prior to the
project being turned over into the hands of the project managers, and a major
responsibility is ensuring that all of the data and plant drawings are obtained and up-to-
date and that the specifications and requirements of the project are clearly delineated for
both the project managers and clients in advance. When not performing these
responsibilities, time is spent assisting in the shop.
2.3.5. General Manager
The general manager (GM) performs dual roles as both a project manager and a
traditional general manager. The GM is normally the lead for several projects as well as
overseeing the progress of the other PM's and their respective projects. His
responsibilities beyond those already listed under the project manager role include:
* Hiring and training of new employees
* Research and development
* Accounting and finances
* Company strategy
* Maintaining employee morale and company culture
The general manager is one of the key decision makers at Alpha Company and manages
much of the nuts and bolts of daily operation.
3. System Dynamics
3.1. Introduction
Attempts to deal with complex nonlinear dynamic systems, using ordinary processes of
description and debate, oftentimes lead to internal inconsistencies. Underlying
assumptions may be left unclear and contradictory. Assumed resultant behavior is likely
to be contrary to that implied by the assumptions being made about underlying system
structure and governing policies2. Further compounding the difficulties in analyzing
systems, the complexities of the systems we deal with keep on growing with accelerating
economic, technological, social, and environmental change, which is challenging
managers and policy makers to adapt and learn at increasing rates. Many current
2 Forrester, Jay, "System Dynamics and the Lessons of 35 Years." 1991.
problems arise from unanticipated side effects of past actions. All too frequently, the
policies implemented to solve important problems fail, make the problem worse, or create
new problems.3
At the core of the issue are decision-makers' mental models of the world. Mental models
in system dynamics refers to the beliefs, biases, and assumptions about the causes and
effects that bring about a system's behavior. These mental models are often flawed or
incomplete, and despite the best intentions of the decision-maker or their perception of
the rightness of their actions, the models can lead to decisions that result in failure.
The field of System Dynamics (SD) was founded in the 1950's by Professor Jay W.
Forrester of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. System dynamics modeling
builds upon the reliable parts of our understanding of systems while compensating for the
unreliable parts. The system dynamics procedure untangles threads that cause confusion
in ordinary debate, and the modeling process separates consideration of underlying
assumptions from implied behavior4 . It impacts people's prior mental models of the
world to allow them to make better decisions to bring about desired system behavior.
In the following sections, we provide a brief discussion on basic system dynamics
concepts and examples of applications for the system dynamics method.
3.2. Feedback Loops and Causal Loop Diagrams
All dynamics arises from the interactions between two types of feedback loops, positive
(self-reinforcing) and negative (self-correcting) loops. Positive loops reinforce or
amplify while negative loops counteract and oppose change. A generic positive loop is
illustrated in Figure 6. The positive signs at the arrowheads show that the effect is
positively related to the cause, and the loop polarity is labeled with an R to indicate it is
self-reinforcing. As the state of the system increases, the net rate of increase gets larger,
which further increases the system and so on. This type of feedback displays exponential
growth. No real quantity grows forever, however, and limits to growth are created by
negative feedback.
3 Sterman, John, "Business Dynamics: Systems Thinking and Modeling for a Complex World." The
McGraw-Hill Companies, 2000.
4 Forrester, Jay, "System Dynamics and the Lessons of 35 Years." 1991.
5 Sterman, John, "Business Dynamics: Systems Thinking and Modeling for a Complex World." The
McGraw-Hill Companies, 2000.
Goal (Desired State
State of the of System)
ZTt..tT.... ~. State of th + System +;
Bi Discrepancy
Corrective Action
Figure 6: Positive Feedback Loop Figure 7: Negative Feedback Loop
Figure 7 illustrates a generic negative feedback loop, which produces goal-seeking
behavior. As the system increases, the discrepancy between the current state and the
desired state decreases, which reduces the amount of corrective action and slows the
growth of the system as it approaches its goal. Similarly, the negative signs at the
arrowheads indicate a negative relationship, and the "B" labels the feedback loop as a
balancing one. 6
Most systems comprise of many feedback loops, and the interplay between them and the
dominance of some loops over others during certain times results in complex and usually
unpredictable behaviors. Exponential and goal-seeking behavior have already been
mentioned, and other basic modes of dynamic behavior include oscillations, S-curves,
and over/undershooting.
The figures above are what are called Causal Loop Diagrams (CLDs). They are the
foundation of a system dynamics model and show the feedback structure of systems. It is
important to note that the links in the CLD should only represent causal relationships and
not correlations. A system dynamics model imitates the structure of a real system such
that it behaves in the same way the real system would. Behavior includes not only
replicating historical experience but also responding to circumstances and policies that
are entirely novel. Correlations among variables reflect the past behavior of a system and
do not represent the structure of the system. If circumstances change, previously reliable
correlations among variables may break down. Correlations among variables will emerge
from the behavior of the model when it is simulated.7
3.3. Stocks and Flows
A fundamental concept to System Dynamics is the structure of stocks and flows. Stocks
represent the accumulation and reduction of tangible (i.e. physical) or intangible (i.e.
information) quantities in a system over time. An example of a stock and flow diagram is
provided in Figure 8.
6 Ibid.
7 Ibid.
i~rr uru
Work to D 0
Work Work
Introduction Rate Completion Rateo
Figure 8: Example Stock and Flow
Work Introduction Rate is an inflow to the stock of Work to Do, which increases the
amount of tasks, while Work Completion Rate is an outflow that reduces the amount of
Work to Do. If the rate at which work is introduced exceeds the rate at which work is
completed, the amount of tasks waiting to be completed will accumulate. The only way
to reduce the amount is by having the work completion rate exceed the introduction rate.
The clouds on either end of the stock and flow structure represent the sources and sinks
for the flows. A source represents the stock from which a flow originating outside the
boundary of the model arises; sinks represent the stocks into which flow leaving the
model boundary drain. Sources and sinks are assumed to have infinite capacity and can
never constrain the flows they support8.
Mathematically, stocks represent the following integral equation:
Stock(t) = f [Inflow(s) - Outflow(s)]ds + Stock(to)
The net rate of change of any stock can, thus, be represented by the following equation:
a(Stock)
- Inflow(t) - Outflow(t)
Stocks are important in generating the dynamics of systems for the following reasons:9
1. Stocks characterize the state of the system and provide the basis for actions. They
tell decision makers where they are, providing them with the information needed
to act.
2. Stocks provide systems with inertia and memory. They accumulate past events.
The content of a stock can only change through an inflow or outflow, and without
changes in these flows, the past accumulation into the stock persists.
3. Stocks are the source of delays. A delay is a process whose output lags behind its
input, and the difference accumulates in a stock.
4. Stocks decouple rates of flow and create disequilibrium dynamics. Stocks absorb
the differences between inflows and outflows, thus permitting the inflows and
S Ibid.
9 Mass, N. (1980) Stock and flow variables and the dynamics of supply and demand, in Randers, J. (ed.),
Elements of the System Dynamics Method. Waltham, MA: Pegasus Communications.
outflows to a process to differ. In equilibrium, the total inflow to a stock equals
its total outflow, so the level of the stock is unchanging.
The combination of stock and flows with the feedback loops described in the previous
section generate the dynamic behavior of systems.
3.4. Applications of System Dynamics
System dynamics can be applied to any dynamic system with any time and spatial scale.
Jay Forrester mentions four business areas in which system dynamics can address
business problems'l:
* Stability and fluctuation in distribution systems
* Pricing and capital investment as they determine growth
* Promotion chains showing evolution into a top-heavy distribution of management
personnel when growth slows
* Imbalances between design, production, marketing, and service as they influence
market share
System dynamics has also been applied to issues as wide ranging as computer music" to
the dynamics of health crises1 2
4. Description of System Dynamics Model
This section begins, first, with a discussion on reference modes developed for comparison
with simulation results. Next, model parameters are derived from actual data collected
from Alpha Company. Finally, a detailed description of all parts of the system dynamics
model are presented with appropriate anecdotes from interviews conducted with Alpha
employees supporting model parameters and structures.
4.1. Reference Modes
This section discusses reference modes that will be used for comparison with simulation
results.
o0 Forrester, Jay (1998) Designing the Future. Presentation given at Universidad de Sevilla, Sevilla Spain.
I Whalley, Ian (2000) Applications of system dynamics modeling to computer music. Organised Sound
5(3): 149-157. Cambridge University Press.
12 Thompson, Kimberly et al. (2006). Development and Consideration of Global Policies for Managing the
Future Risks of Poliovirus Outbreaks: Insights and Lessons Learned Through Modeling. Society for Risk
Analysis. 1571-1580.
4.1.1. Project Inflow
The project inflow reference mode assumes an equal distribution of projects across the
year without any capacity limitations, with the number of projects being equal to the total
projects seen in 2007. This translates to roughly one incoming project every two weeks.
We also assume no roll over of projects from the previous year. This reference mode
represents an ideal situation in that projects can be easily predicted and planned for,
instead of the uncertainty of managing capacity constraints and demand for services.
Assuming that project duration is twelve weeks and with an inflow of one project every
two weeks, Little's Law states that six projects are expected to be occurring
simultaneously under these conditions. In reality, projects may take longer than twelve
weeks to complete for a variety of reasons, and the actual number of projects running
simultaneously is expected to be greater.
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Figure 9: Reference Mode, Project Inflow
4.1.2. Work Hours
The reference mode for employee work hours is presented in Figure 10 for two projects
with the first project finishing at Week 12. The work hours are expected to be cyclic with
the project schedule, and as a project deadline gets near, employees work longer hours to
accomplish the outstanding work. Once a project finishes, employees work less for a
variety of reasons including recovery and perceived glut of time to complete the next
project, with some correctional periods in between.
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Figure 10: Work Hours Reference Mode
The reference mode for single sequential projects is presented above, as a multiple
project scenario is too complex to develop a reference mode.
4.1.3. Project Manager Tasks
Finally, the reference mode for a project manager's task breakdown is presented below.
Assuming project managers work on the same project with no other projects occurring
simultaneously, we would expect that, initially, all PM's work on CAD-related tasks,
since it is the prerequisite for all subsequent project tasks. The focus then shifts to CFD
and the computational design aspects, with lab-related tasks becoming more important as
physical parts arrive and CFD analysis is completed. Project managers may switch
between CFD and lab tasks later as need demands, with the final focus being on placed
with CAD in order to produce finished design drawings for the client.
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Figure 11: Employee Task Breakdown Reference Mode
4.2. Data
This section begins with an analysis of sample employee work hours from 2007 and
progresses to discuss the analysis performed to determine project durations and inflows.
It should be noted that, being a startup company, data collection is a challenge; the size of
the data set is relatively small and covers only a short time period, and much of the data
is self-reported, which may be unreliable. We have presented the available data, and at
the end of this section, we provide some general observations on data collection that may
help improve future efforts.
4.2.1. Work Hours
Data from 2007 consisting of worker hours and the number of projects were collected
from Alpha Company. 2006 data was also available, however, internal processes were
different during that period of time. In 2006, there were more full-time modeling
technicians who performed all of the CAD related work, which freed the project
managers to work on CFD and lab work. Given this difference, the 2006 data provides
an interesting comparison, but ultimately, one that is not appropriate as a foundation for
the current system.
Sample project manager normalized work hours for 2007 are shown in Figure 12. Points
that are near zero indicate vacation weeks. Also, the company closes for a week during
Christmas, so few employees work then.
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Figure 12: Project Manager 2007 Normalized Work Hours
Deviations from normal work hours are kept relatively in check except for some
instances where project managers worked sixty to eighty percent more than the norm.
Such spikes may be due to project schedule constraints resulting in fire fighting behavior
or also due to employees covering vacationing employee's workloads while they are out
of the office.
Work hours for the General Manager are shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: General Manager 2007 Normalized Work Hours
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Work hours for sample lab employees are shown in Figure 14. The Lab Technician was
hired in the latter part of the year.
Figure 14: Lab Employee 2007 Work Hours
Both the GM and lab personnel experienced extreme spikes in workload at the beginning
of the year, which is most likely a result of rollover from projects from the previous year.
This appears to be an unusual occurrence since work hours appear to stabilize and reach
more manageable hours over the rest of the year.
Finally, Figure 15 shows total normalized project hours over the course of the year. This
data aggregates all the hours worked per week for all employees across all projects for a
given week.
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Figure 15: 2007 Normalized Project Hours
Unfortunately, there is no firm data providing a breakdown of the type of tasks performed
by each employee, which is of most interest to this study. For lab employees, it can
safely be assumed that they spend nearly 100% of their time performing lab-related tasks,
and similarly for modeling technicians, but in the case of project managers, interviews
have to be relied upon to determine what they work on and when.
As the experiences of one project manager show, project managers must juggle a variety
of tasks simultaneously, moving between CAD, CFD, and lab-related tasks:
"I go in phases. At one point, I was doing building for an entire week,
eight hours a day. The next week, I'm inside doing CFD design because I
have got to get this design done. And next week I have got a report and a
customer meeting, I'm not outside again. Then the next week I'm back
outside again all week. [Another PM] is in and out [between the lab tasks
and CAD/CFD tasks] a lot. He's doing [two projects], and he's always
juggling those two. At one point, he'd be testing on one of them while
doing CAD work and ordering parts for the other, and the parts get here,
and he's doing the final flow modeling and visit for the other one, so he
was juggling inside and outside work."
The complex balancing act that project manager must perform can contribute to fire
fighting behavior. As a PM focuses attention on one task, critical tasks for the same or
other projects may fall behind requiring other project managers to assist or the original
PM to work extra hours.
To make matters more complicated, project managers tend to be assigned to different
types of projects, though the project process remains the same and all project managers
can perform any of the types of projects. The main difference lies in the emphasis of
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computational versus physical techniques. One type of project manager tends to receive
projects that feature heavy reliance on physical model construction and testing, another
type tends to receive projects that are more CFD intensive, and another tends to receive
projects that feature a more even balance between computational and experimental
techniques. The differences in the types of projects result in a range of PM responses' to
task breakdowns:
"I spend about 25% of my time on CAD, and split the rest between CFD
and the lab (37.5% and 37.5%, respectively)."
"I would say, in general, about 50% of the time I am out in the shop
constructing or testing with my particular models, maybe 15% doing CFD,
and maybe 35% doing CAD."
"CAD is probably 25%, CFD is probably 50%, talking with customers
15%, and 10% out in the shop."
If the data is aggregated, the following splits are obtained assuming the time
talking with customers is evenly split in between CAD and CFD: CAD: 28.9%,
CFD: 45.3%, lab: 25.8%.
4.2.2. Project Duration
A difficulty in determining the actual duration of projects is that project start dates are
oftentimes informal and work may begin weeks ahead of the formal client start date.
Project end dates are also difficult to determine with consistency since work often
continues past the easiest reference ending points, either final client visits or billing of the
clients.
To calculate project duration, the 2007 work logs have been analyzed for the number of
weeks in which some activity occurred on each project. In almost all cases, there were
uninterrupted periods of project work which represented the bulk of progress being made.
However, in some instances, there were long periods of inactivity in between work being
done; it is assumed that breaks in between work efforts of longer than four weeks do not
factor into project duration but instead indicate that advance or post-project work
occurred.
Average Project Std.
Duration (weeks) 12.5 Dev 6.62525
Table 1: Average Project Duration
The calculated average project duration is 12.5 weeks with a standard deviation of
approximately 6.6. While the average duration is in line with the typical schedule, the
data shows that there is a high likelihood that projects last almost 50% longer than
planned, though this could be for a variety of reasons including client-side delays, change
orders, project slip, or other external factors that cannot be observed from the data.
Please see Section 4.3.5: Externalities and Other Considerations for a more detailed
discussion.
It is important to note that while projects may take longer than initially expected, Alpha
Company has always been able to complete projects within the given fixed schedule,
though it may require rather extreme effort on the part of its employees to do so:
"We have not missed a deadline yet, although there have been times I've
had to bring everyone out in the shop and do a couple of 12 hr days to get
models built right before a customer is going to be there."
It must be noted that there are currently no consistent measures of quality at Alpha
Company, so it is difficult to assess the impact working such long hours has on the final
product.
4.2.3. Project Inflow
Project inflow is characterized by how many projects come into Alpha Company and
when. As discussed in the previous section, it can be difficult to determine actual project
start dates, so we have again examined project work hours by week. We have made the
assumption that initial activity on a project indicates a project start when, in fact, the
actual project start date may be weeks in advance. Figure 16 displays the results. Please
note that the large number of project starts at week 1 indicates that projects were ongoing
from the previous year, and their start dates would, therefore, likely be much earlier.
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Figure 16: Project Starts by Week (2007)
The figure indirectly appears to indicate Alpha Company's project capacity. At the
beginning of the year, projects are still ongoing from the previous year but are in the
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process of being completed. We observe an initial jump in project starts in the month of
January as projects are added to replace soon-to-be completed projects, however capacity
is soon reached. No further projects are added in February since either there is no room
for physical models in the lab or there are not enough project managers to lead projects.
As the current batch of projects nears completion, we see a steady inflow of projects over
the next couple of months before a null period over the summer before another inflow
during the fall.
We speculate that the null periods correspond with Alpha Company reaching near full
project capacity, so extra projects could not be added even if desired. Once capacity
frees up, replacement projects are obtained, which indicates to a degree the level of
industry demand for their services. This appears to be a beneficial regulating loop for
Alpha Company. The addition of more projects that would strain resources and lead to
more severe fire fighting effects is limited since constraints on lab space or employees
prevents the projects from being taken in the first place and keeps the workload at an
even level.
An alternate hypothesis may be that the demand curve for Alpha Company's services
experiences seasonal fluctuations. Instead of reaching full capacity, the null periods
indicate lack of projects to obtain. Data collection in the form of proposal requests from
client companies (an indicator of project inflow) could not be obtained for this study, so
the bounds of the system dynamics model have been set internal to Alpha Company. It is
due to this uncertainty why the reference mode for project inflows was set to an ideal
situation.
It is important to note that, while the project start dates do not appear to be steady, the
apparent workload to employees is. The DCP expressed:
"I would say we're working at 100% capacity at the moment. The shop is
pretty full and I don't think we could take on more projects... It [work]
has really been steady. There used to be a lot of lulls where it would slow
down for a couple of weeks or three then it would pick back up whenever
we got another contract. We used to only have space for one model, and
we could only do one project at a time, so, naturally, once that project was
finished, unless you had something just perfectly scheduled and perfectly
lined up, you were going to have a slow period just before the next one
ramped up. Now, we're expanded and we can do seven or eight models at
the same time, and that has really evened things out."
Future work could include determining the true nature of project inflow.
4.2.4. Discussion
Data collection at startup companies can be difficult given that processes tend to be fluid
and ill-defined with a degree of subjectivity with self-reported numbers. However,
collection of relevant data can help identify areas for improvement and lead to greater
productivity and efficiency. Some recommendations for data collection are presented
below.
Worker hour records are currently aggregated without any differentiation between the
types of tasks performed. Adding different categories to the weekly work sheet can
provide much more information about work flow and needs. Previously, work
breakdown into categories such as CFD Simulation, Report Writing, Physical Model
Construction, and Physical Model Testing, amongst others, were available, but they were
mysteriously dropped in 2007. Such data would be very relevant if another system
dynamics model of project management is implemented in the future.
While worker performance based on the number of projects worked on and the employee
hours spent on each of the said projects is already present, other performance tracking
metrics are not. For example, error rates or mean time to fix errors are not quantitatively
known. Such factors influence overall employee efficiency and response time to clients
and can be important identifiers for areas of improvement.
As previously mentioned, project duration and start and end dates tend to be fluid, which
can cause confusion for project groups when trying to decide when to start or how much
priority to place on a project particularly when many projects are occurring
simultaneously. Keeping tack of specific event dates, such as purchase orders or project
invoicing, and establishing them as the markers for project initiation or completion
provides a firm standard for all employees to base their own progress upon.
4.3. System Dynamics Model
This section describes the individual parts of the system dynamics model and its
parameters. Many of the structures and figures have been simplified to ease in
understanding, as the actual causal relationships are complex and cannot be explained in
full detail for the purposes of this paper. However, the model is presented in its entirety
in the Appendix along with specific model equations and values for reference.
4.3.1. Project Manager Tasks
Project managers are faced with allocating their time between three categories of tasks:
CAD, CFD, or lab. These are modeled using three stocks representing the number of
PM's working on CAD-related tasks, CFD-related tasks, and lab-related tasks. PM's can
move from one stock to any of the other ones depending on decision rules based on
schedule pressure, as will be discussed in following sections. The total number of PM's
in this stock and flow structure is held constant.
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Figure 17: Employee Stocks
It is fairly easy for project managers to switch between tasks as the physical models are
located in close proximity to the computing facilities housing the CAD and CFD
capabilities. In addition, it is common for project managers to help each other with their
individual projects even though the project types may be different, and this flexibility is
seen as a beneficial aspect of the startup environment.
"If we have a problem, like if I run a CFD and the solution looks really
strange, I'll get [the other project managers] to take a look at it, and they'll
do the same, and I ask them for ideas. We have been doing a lot of mixing
lately, and we have pretty tough mixing problems to solve, and I'll get
ideas from them and we'll bounce ideas off of each other of how to mix
stuff better. And we all go out into the shop and help each other out."
"...as far as helping each other with design problems such as vaning,
pressure drop situations, that stuff is kind of universal. We usually talk
about each other's projects at least two or three times a day, so there is a
good bit of helping each other out... We can usually run each other's
CFD's or do each other's models if we need to."
There are two additional employee stocks that are held separate from the PM structure.
Full-time CAD and lab employees perform their respective tasks exclusively. In several
of the scenarios presented to the model, hiring of additional employees is considered, so
inflows to the stocks of full-time CAD, full-time lab, and project managers are included,
though it is assumed that no employees are fired or leave once employed.
Communication with project managers is constant and needed for adequate coordination,
though there may be informational delays and disconnects.
"Mainly, it comes down to asking [for information]. I think it has always
been a bit of a problem.... more communication, more e-mails, things like
that just so we can keep up with project progression and things like that.
If there are ductwork changes, and it's going to be pushed back, I usually
don't know about that until I ask about it. There is room for improvement
with communication. It's mostly word of mouth."
It is assumed in the model that each group of employees (CAD, CFD, and lab) work
independently from each other on their own sections of the project. Productivity loss
from switching or training new employees is captured in the following section, and
switching delays are discussed as part of the later section on Employee Allocation.
4.3.2. Experience and Productivity
Experience plays a factor in the productive efficiency of employees. Alpha Company
uses CAD and CFD tools that require a learning process, and the manufacturing
techniques used to produce physical models require training and experience.
Experience is modeled using co-flows, which is a technique for modeling attributes of
items through a stock and flow network, as pictured in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Example Experience Co-flow for CAD
Project managers switching to perform CAD tasks bring a certain amount of experience
with them, and project managers leaving the stock to perform other tasks take their
experience with them. Similarly, new hires are counted in the increase in experience, and
there is an associated loss of experience as experienced employees train new hires, which
effectively reduces their output and contribution to the pool of experience. Experience
can be gained with time performing CAD tasks, and it can decline as employees forget or
process changes make existing experience obsolete. Note that experience can change
without changing the main stock of PM's Working on CAD, and this non-correspondence
makes it a non-conserved co-flow.
Productivity is affected by the experience of employees; as experience increases so does
their productive output as compared to a baseline productivity based on reference
experience and productivity levels. The relationship between experience and
productivity can be seen in Figure 19. The structures shown have been for CAD tasks,
but the same basic formulation is replicated for CFD and lab tasks, with associated
differences in productivity as reflected in the reference variables to be discussed next.
Interviews were conducted with employees in an effort to better understand learning rates
for different types of tasks and their associated productivities. With respect to CAD
tools, a couple of the project managers had experience using CAD software from their
previous engineering courses, so their previous experiences helped them pick up the tools
relatively quickly and to become fairly proficient within a short time frame.
"I had a little bit of 3D modeling in my undergrad courses, but not with
the CAD program we use here [at Alpha Company].... I guess I would say
it took two weeks to become pretty proficient at it.
... [Full-time CAD employee] has been doing it for years, and I have been
doing it for six to eight months, so I'm not there where he is, but I'd say
I'm around 80%. Every person does it differently; there are tons of ways
to make a 3D model, but he [Full-time CAD employee] may be a bit
quicker at it since he has done it for years and years."
The training period for lab tasks generally takes longer but yields similar project manager
efficiencies of -80% in comparison to experienced employees. The Lab Manager in
charge of lab training gave an estimate:
"I would say on average it takes about six, maybe eight months to get
where they understand what's going on and what they should be doing
without someone having to tell them what to do."
The learning curve for CFD was found to be somewhere in between, generally taking a
few months to become proficient and comfortable with the software.
4.3.3. Project Schedule, Project Hours, and Productivity
Projects generally follow a twelve week schedule from the time the contract is received to
submittal of the final designs. The work that needs to be accomplished for a project is
modeled as tasks in the Work to Do stock. See Figure 19 for reference. Tasks that have
been accomplished already fall in the Work Done stock. Tasks move from one stock to
another based on the completion rate, which is based off of either the minimum tasks
completed in a week or the number of employees working on CAD along with their
productivities, whichever is lower. A long standing maxim says, "Work expands to fill
the time allotted to it," so employees don't work at their maximum productivity unless
the need arises for it, and incorporating the minimum tasks per week captures this
sentiment. When the need arises, the worker completion rate shifts to the employee's
gross completion rate.
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Figure 19: Project Schedule, Project Hours, and Productivity
The stock of Desired Work Done represents the perceived reaction to falling behind
schedule. Usually, there is a lag between the Work Done and the desired accomplished
amount of tasks due to an information delay represented by the Work Gap. As the Work
Gap increases, the response is to increase efforts to catch up. The degree to which
employees are behind in relation to the twelve week schedule informs the amount of
Work Pressure they experience. As deadlines near and they only have so much time to
accomplish what needs to be done, the pressure gets more intense and stress levels rise,
which has the tendency to have a negative effect on productivity. Less is getting
accomplished, and the high work pressure leads to more errors that lead to more rework
of previously perceived "done" tasks.
Based on the reference productivity, the "normal" number of hours needed to bridge the
work gap can be calculated and compared with the actual number of hours that are
worked based on the actual productivity that includes stress effects. In this way, the cost
of schedule pressure and stress can be calculated.
The same basic structure is used for CAD, CFD, and lab components, with the main
differences being the productivity and gross completion rates due to employee task
switching and the minimum tasks per week. In general, it takes longer to perform lab
tasks than it does for the other task categories, so less tasks can be performed in the same
amount of time.
Errors, though they occur frequently, do not appear to impact project performance
significantly.
"CAD errors occur probably 15-20% of the time. CFD, probably 30% of
the time."
"Fixing the errors in CAD can usually be done in the span of an hour or
two, even if it's pretty significant. If you build your 3D models correctly,
all the parameters can be interchanged and re-dimensioned fairly easily.
The CFD does not take a lot of time post-processing, but depending on the
model, it can take some time to run. The average time of a delay is two
days, and that's pretty liberal, but that's giving enough time for even a
large CFD model to run through to convergence."
Lab errors tend to follow CAD errors, as physical models are based entirely off of the
CAD model. It should be noted that the frequency and magnitude of errors are not
officially recorded or logged, so there is no data to verify the subjective frequencies cited
above.
4.3.4. Employee Allocation
While lab employees and modeling technicians work on their respective task categories,
project managers move between all three, and how they decide to do what task is an
important factor in fire fighting behavior.
The main focus of project managers tends to be with CFD, since PM's are the only
employees who have the technical capability to perform the simulations. Schedule
pressure also plays a large part in determining where and when they work. Tasks can
often occur in parallel, e.g. a computer simulation can process at the same time a project
manager is working in the lab constructing a physical model, so decisions often come to
what amounts to an opportunity cost. In terms of priority, project managers rate CAD or
CFD first, with experimental coming in last.
"I would do the CAD first because to get the parts ordered is something I
don't have full control on, since I don't know how long it's going to take
for those to get in. So, order parts first, then if I had a CFD run that needs
to be processed for a customer, I would do the CFD. Then, I would go out
in the shop and finish building or testing. CAD first, then CFD, and then
experimental."
"...the predominate factor that influences my decision making are where it
is in the project timeline.... For the most part, I have to do all of my own
CAD, I have to do all of my own CFD. I feel a strong responsibility to
complete those on my own. Whereas, construction of the model, provided
I provide detailed drawings, if there is not other work for [lab employees],
I can ask them to do that. I feel more ownership over the CAD and CFD
than I do over the construction and testing.... If all tasks were equal, I'd
probably do the CAD first since I'd have to have the CAD done before I
could make any changes to the CFD model, and I'd like to have the CFD
done before I make changes to the experimental model. But if a client is
coming the next week, there's very little time, and I'd probably choose to
work on the experimental model instead since that's what they're going to
be seeing."
For the most part, project manager self-allocation appears to occur in a quite rational
manner. To implement this in the system dynamics model, the Normalized Work
Pressure variables for CAD, CFD, and lab, seen in Figure 19, are linked back to the
project manager task stocks seen in Figure 17. Project managers switch when the
normalized work pressure for one task category is greater than the others, and depending
on the size of the difference, project managers switch faster or slower. This switching
has associated effects on productivity, which impact the rates at which the differing tasks
are accomplished, as shown in Figure 18.
However, self-allocation appears to be rational only to a certain point. If a client is
coming to visit, priority is placed on what the client is expecting to see, and resources are
thrown at that objective despite whatever else may be occurring simultaneously. In the
quote above, that objective was completing the physical model. This break in the
standard allocation rationality is likely a contributor to fire fighting behavior, but
unfortunately, it has not been captured in the system dynamics model due to time
constraints.
4.3.5. Externalities and Other Considerations
One aspect that has not been included in the model are external factors outside the
boundaries and scope of the model. One major factor that can significantly impact a
project are customer induced change orders or delays. Frequently, new information
arises during a project that requires the team to start over; initial flow conditions may be
altered that change the flow distribution and the effectiveness of the already designed
distribution devices, new structures that impede flow may be discovered in the power
plant that were not previously known nor modeled, preliminary results or designs require
customer approval before the project can continue and internal delays in the customer's
company may impede Alpha Company's progress, or the scope of the project may change
as data analysis reveals larger more serious problems than were anticipated when the
requirements were written. Frequently, the customer is designing the structure of their
own power plant at the same time they are hiring Alpha Company to perform flow
modeling on their designs, so changes on their end flow downstream to affect Alpha
Company.
"I'd say between twenty-five to forty percent of the time we have a change
order that significantly affects the planned schedule, and it is stuff that
could be prevented, if the customers knew that they should be fully done
with their design before they come to get a CFD model. But, instead...
they start before they're ready to start.
[Two weeks] is a pretty good average [schedule impact]. Sometimes you
can accommodate them. Like, last second they want you to model some
trusses when they originally didn't give you any drawings of trusses.
You've already got a design and a result, and in the end, you stick in some
trusses into the CFD and you run it, and that might only take a day. Now,
if they want it in the physical model, you've got to order all those things,
put them in, and retest, and that's on the order of a couple of weeks."
One of the biggest effects an unexpected delay has is on the finances of a startup
company:
"You budget and you look at the schedule and you expect to get the
drawings out in six to eight weeks, expect to get the project finished in
maybe twelve weeks, and have the final report billed for then, and you put
it in the budget. Then four weeks into the project, [the customer] changes
something. Now, they're not going to be mad at you if you don't get done
in twelve weeks because they understand they changed the schedule. But
then again, that puts the payment back four weeks and you may not have
been prepared for it.
Technology also plays an important role in productivity at Alpha Company. CFD
simulations are resource heavy computationally, and the speed at which simulations can
be accomplished are related to the speed of processors and available memory. The
system dynamics model has been calibrated to current computational capabilities, but the
introduction of new hardware could increase the rate of work completion and outdate the
model. Similarly, advances in CFD software can significantly improve productivity as
new features and capabilities are implemented that save time while improving results.
These factors are considered to be beyond the bounds of the model, in the case of
technological productivity, certain parameters can be adjusted to take them into account.
5. Model Results
The following sections show results from the system dynamics model. We begin with a
discussion of the current state as baseline and proceed to vary certain parameters and
identify high leverage areas decision makers can focus on to bring about specific results.
5.1. Baseline Results
Assuming the reference inflow of projects of approximately one incoming project every
two weeks, we see the effect on Normalized Work Pressure for CAD, CFD, and lab tasks
below. Note that project managers were initialized with one manager for each task
category. Initial transient effects are seen mainly in the first twenty-four weeks of the
simulation, and the timeframe of the plots have been shifted to only display the
equilibrium state, which is of most interest.
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Figure 20: Baseline Normalized Work Pressures
Normalized work pressure represents the perceived degree to which a task category falls
behind schedule progression. A value of zero indicates that the project follows exactly
the planned schedule whereas a value of one indicates that a project is extremely behind
schedule. A value of 0.25, for instance, indicates that a project manager performs three-
quarters of the tasks that are needed to complete a project on-time.
The first observation about the plots is the relative magnitudes. Lab work pressure is the
least because there are two employees working full-time on those tasks, which greatly
reduces the schedule pressure. CAD tasks come intermediate in priority between CFD
and lab due, in part, to there being one employee dedicated entirely to those
responsibilities. CFD experiences the greatest pressure even though there are three
potential employees to work on it because none of the three are solely dedicated to that
one role. Project managers constantly juggle between tasks with no one to cover their
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CFD tasks in their absence, and that leads to greater magnitudes in their work pressure.
Thus, it can be seen that even though lab work may take the most time, it is a low priority
from a project manager's perspective.
There is an initial twelve week period for the first project to be accomplished, and the
model has been calibrated such that, in this baseline case, projects are over 90% complete
within a twelve week timeframe.
If initial transient effects were included, CAD work pressure would initially be the
greatest, and project managers would allocate themselves primarily to handle the initial
wave of CAD tasks early on. The cost of this is that CFD and lab tasks would be
neglected, and the pressure to complete CFD tasks in the time allotted would quickly
overwhelm any other priority. Project managers would exhibit fire fighting behavior and
rush to achieve as much CFD as possible, creating a large spike in project managers
working on CFD tasks. As progress is made on the CFD front, it would become apparent
that lab tasks fall behind despite having two full-time lab employees performing their
duties, and project managers would again be forced to reassess their priorities and
perform triage.
However, at equilibrium, it is apparent that CFD tasks dominate project managers' time.
For the other task categories, full-time employees are available to complete tasks and
reduce work pressure, so it frees project managers to work on the computational
simulations for which only they can perform. We also observe that, at steady state,
project managers devote slightly more time to CAD tasks than lab tasks, as again, there
are more lab employees to relieve work pressure. Table 2 shows a percentage breakdown
of project manager allocation.
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Figure 21: Baseline Worker Allocation
I CAD I CFD I Lab I Total
129.41% 1 45.32% 1 25.28% 100.00% 1
Table 2: Baseline Employee Task Breakdown
We see that the percentage breakdowns are in line with the project manager experiences
cited in Section 4.1.2.
Total hours worked per week for both normal and actual hours are plotted in Figure 22.
Normal hours represent the number of hours worked if productivity was kept constant at
the reference values, and actual hours reflects productivity decreases due to stress and
work pressure.
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Figure 22: Normal vs. Actual Hours Worked per Week
Actual Hours tend to be greater than Normal Hours. This essentially indicates
inefficiency due to stress, errors, switching between tasks, and perception delays with
respect to actual project progress. Employees have to work more hours to accomplish the
same amount. We see in instances where the Actual Hours dip below Normal Hours that,
in each case, employees have to work a significantly greater amount to makeup for
falling behind.
Actual Hours per Week Normal Hours per Week % Difference
41.9 38.8 8.0%
Table 3: Normal vs. Actual Hours Worker per Week Comparison
Table 3 shows a side-by-side numerical comparison between Actual Hours and Normal
Hours after Week 52, which is when a stable pattern emerges. On average, project
managers work almost three more hours per week than the expected required work hours
to complete a project on-time, which is not an unreasonable amount of extra time.
5.1.1. Discussion
The baseline results show that fire fighting appears to be minimal, which may be contrary
to initial expectations. If fire fighting were more prevalent, it could be expected that the
shift in project manager allocation would be more dramatic and that work hours would
tend to escalate and become more unmanageable over time. However, this is not the
case, and while there is variation, conditions are well within reason.
The flexibility built into the system dynamics model that allows project managers to
switch between tasks as work pressure changes has a mitigating and beneficial effect
towards smoothing out workloads and maintaining forward progress. This type of
flexibility would be less prevalent at a larger company or organization, and it appears that
it is an advantage that the startup environment has that allows it to cope and survive.
5.2. Effect of Adding Personnel
An issue that often confronts startups is the appropriate size of work force to employ. If a
new employee is added, what effect will it have on the overall workload, and does it
make sense to hire another person given limited budgets? First, the effect of adding
additional project managers is simulated and compared to the baseline case. Second, the
effects of hiring additional CAD and lab employees are examined, and the section ends
by drawing conclusions and developing recommendations to answer the two questions
posed initially.
5.2.1. Adding Project Managers
If the inflow of projects remains constant but the population of project managers is
increased by 30%, what effect will it have on worker allocation and hours worked? This
scenario represents an expansion without growth case where the number of employees
increases but the workload remains constant. To model this, it is assumed that new
project managers are hired at Week 50, and they begin by joining the stock of project
managers performing CFD tasks. Relevant results are presented below.
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Figure 23: Productivity, Adding Project Managers
A small but immediate decrease in CFD productivity is observed as project managers
teach and train the new employees at the cost of their normal task completion rate. After
approximately eight weeks, productivity recovers to its previous level. Productivity also
tends to fluctuate more after additional employees are added as the increased worker
capacity provides more freedom for project managers to switch tasks. This is because as
workload per project manager increases, the cost associated with switching tasks
becomes more of a factor in keeping them at their current task. More project managers
gives them more breathing room and increases the sensitivity of project managers to
schedule pressure, which creates more fluctuations in the plots as switching costs are
reduced and employees circulate between tasks more.
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Figure 24: Work Pressure, Adding Project Managers
Referencing Figure 24, the decrease in productivity has a minimal effect on work
pressure, which indicates that despite having more manpower the perceived urgency is
unaffected. In the next figure, the addition of new employees does have a noticeable
effect on project manager allocation. While the number of project managers has
increased, the percentage breakdown of tasks has shifted. CFD decreased slightly with
CAD and lab tasks experiencing more focus.
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Figure 25: Project Manager Allocation, Adding Project Managers
CAD CFD Lab Total
Add PM 30.19% 42.57% 27.24% 100.00%
Baseline 29.41% 45.43% 25.28% 100.00%
Table 4: Project Manager Allocation, Adding Project Managers
Adding extra project managers also contributes to a reduction in the total hours worked
per week, as seen in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: Total Work Hours, Adding Project Managers
Actual Hours per Week Normal Hours per Week % Difference
Add PM 34.5 32.7 5.5%
Baseline 41.9 38.8 8.0%
Table 5: Normal vs. Actual Hours per Week Comparison, Adding Project Manager
Adding an extra project manager decreases normal hours by almost five hours per week
per employee in comparison to the baseline case. Actual hours decrease by almost seven
hours per week per employee. Thus, adding an extra project manager has the effect of
not only decreasing the work hours but has a side benefit of reducing the effects of stress
and switching costs to bring actual work hours closer to the expected necessary amount.
5.2.2. Adding Full-Time Lab Employees
If 50% more lab employees are added but all other conditions are kept the same as in the
baseline scenario, adding full-time lab employees produces similar results as adding
project managers. Productivity dips as experienced lab employees train the new hires,
which takes time out of their daily schedule that would otherwise be spent completing
tasks. Normalized work pressure for lab employees is very marginally effected, though,
and project managers end up allocating their time in very similar ways, as seen in Figure
28. Notice a slight dip in project managers working on lab tasks and a slight increase in
focus on CAD as a result of the hiring, in comparison to the baseline.
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Figure 27: Lab Productivity, Adding Full-time Lab Employees
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Figure 28: Project Manager Allocation, Adding Full-time Lab Employees
CAD CFD Lab Total
Add Lab 30.25% 46.04% 23.71% 100.00%
Baseline 29.41% 45.32% 25.28% 100.00%
Table 6: Project Manager Allocation, Adding Full-time Lab Employees
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Figure 29: Total Work Hours, Adding Full-time Lab Employees
Actual Hours per Week Normal Hours per Week % Difference
Add Lab 37.5 35.0 7.1%
Baseline 41.9 38.8 8.0%
Table 7: Normal vs. Actual Hours per Week Comparison, Adding Full-time Lab Employees
Hiring additional lab employees has the effect of decreasing both the normal and actual
hours worked per week, as might be expected, but it is interesting to note that the effect is
less than if additional project managers were hired instead.
There are a couple of reasons for this result. First, the simulation does not take into
account computational resource restrictions. It has been assumed that the number of
computers and software licenses scale with additional project managers, so productivity
stays constant aside from the requirement for training. In reality, computational
resources may be limited, so project managers could very well end up being less
productive because more people are waiting around for simulations to finish running
before they can accomplish their own task. If this were present in the simulation, it
would be expected that the allocation of project managers would shift to CAD or lab
tasks, but it is not observed here. Second, the flexibility of project managers to switch
between tasks allows them to fight fires where they are needed and resolve the most
pressing issues that, if left unchecked, would result in the most additional effort to
accomplish. Project managers provide more "bang for their buck" in this sense because
they can help smooth out fluctuations.
5.2.3. Adding Full-time CAD Employees
If 50% more full-time CAD employees are added at Week 50 but all other conditions are
kept the same with respect to the baseline scenario, similar results are observed as when
additional full-time lab employees were hired. Figure 30 shows a drop in productivity as
the new hire is trained and takes time from the other employees.
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Figure 30: CAD Productivity, Adding Full-time CAD Employees
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Figure 31: Project Manager Allocation, Adding Full-time CAD Employees
CAD CFD Lab Total
Adding CAD 26.14% 46.88% 26.98% 100.00%
Baseline 29.41% 45.32% 25.28% 100.00%
Table 8: Project Manager Allocation, Adding Full-time CAD Employees
Hiring additional CAD employees reduces the allocation of project managers to CAD
tasks by almost 3% while increasing CFD and lab time by almost equal amounts.
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Figure 32: Total Work Hours, Adding CAD Employees
Actual Hours per Week Normal Hours per Week % Difference
Add CAD 36.8 34.6 6.4%
Baseline 41.9 38.8 8.0%
Table 9: Normal vs. Actual Work Hours per Week Comparison, Adding CAD Employees
With respect to hours worked, there was
employees were hired. Total hours decreased
managers were hired, however, the decrease
added.
a similar effect as when additional lab
but not as much as when additional project
was more than when lab employees were
As discussed previously, project managers provide more "bang for the buck" due to their
flexibility to move between tasks and target the areas that are falling behind. Adding
additional full-time CAD employees has a greater effect than adding additional lab
employees due to a couple of reasons. First, there are already more employees working
on lab tasks, so the marginal benefit of adding another employee is lower than adding
another CAD employee. Second, the work pressure on CAD, from the project manager's
perspective, is greater than for the lab, so adding people to the more critical task yields a
better return.
5.2.4. Discussion
Interviews with employees frequently revealed the desire for more manpower,
particularly to help out in the lab where the perception of being understaffed was greatest.
The simulation results point to the rather unintuitive conclusion that hiring more project
managers provides greater return than hiring additional full-time lab employees. This is
partially due to the greater inherent flexibility of being able to juggle multiple tasks and
fire fight at the most critical ones, and it is also partially due to the assumptions in the
model.
Project managers can be resource dependent, particularly for computers and software
licenses, which can actually reduce their productivity and effectiveness depending on
availability. The model has assumed that scaling occurs without any cost penalty, when
in fact, hiring an additional project manager could be a good deal more expensive than
hiring an additional lab employee. Cost and finances are not an aspect of this system
dynamics model, so it is difficult to pinpoint where the tradeoff tipping point occurs. We
see that hiring an additional project manager shows a better return on reduction in work
hours, but the comparative difference between it and hiring an additional employee in
another task category is relatively small, and the actual monetary tradeoff may make
hiring another lab employee a better return than is currently suggested in the model.
Another viewpoint is that hiring additional employees, regardless of what type, has the
general effect of reducing total work hours per employee below the standard forty hours
per week across the board. Regardless of the allocation of project managers for which
this simulation was developed, that means more free time to accomplish other tasks and
actually have an excess of manpower, which is an aspect that is not modeled in the
simulation.
Future work could incorporate cost estimation and develop a cost to benefit ratio that can
help better identify tradeoff dimensions. As it stands, decision makers should take into
consideration that the current system dynamics model provides only one viewpoint on the
work benefit aspect of hiring additional employees, and other factors not accounted for
could tip the balance in favor of a different conclusion.
5.3. Effect of Adding Projects
This section discusses the effects of adding additional projects to the existing workload.
The discussion will strive to identify unacceptable levels of overload for the current
workforce and will also attempt to identify the level of employee growth that would
allow Alpha Company to grow the business and expand the workforce in a beneficial
manner.
5.3.1. Adding Projects
Instead of adding a single project every two weeks, let us now double the load and have
two projects enter every two weeks while keeping baseline conditions. This scenario also
corresponds to the scope or number of tasks increasing by 100%. This scenario is
presented as an illustrative example, and at the end of this section, a table presenting
workload effects across a range of increasing work increments is presented. As usual,
changes are implemented at Week 50.
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Figure 33: Task Work Pressures, Adding Projects
A rather dramatic effect on work pressure is observed as a result of increased work load.
In each task category, the range of work pressure increases; while the peaks stay
relatively constant, the lows are much lower. This indicates how overloaded employees
are as relatively small changes in work accomplishment result in wide swings of work
pressure. This has an interesting effect on project manager allocation, as seen below.
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Figure 34: Project Manager Task Allocation, Adding Projects
The curves appear to flatten when workload is increased indicating less switching
behavior. As workload increases and work pressure experiences more volatile swings, it
makes less and less sense for project managers to jump between tasks. The time taken to
switch mindsets and reorient to where they were last in a previous task category is too
much and it is more effective to stick with what they have been doing. In effect, every
---
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time a task is accomplished, it can be expected that another task of equal criticality needs
to be completed soon after, so the time involved in switching represents too much of a
loss and it is better to continue with their current role.
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Figure 35: Normal vs. Actual Hours Worked per
Week, Adding Projects
Where employees previously could be expected to work approximately forty hours per
week with some relatively minor deviations, employees now have to work double that
amount with an even greater variation in workload, often more than one hundred hours
per week, in this scenario. In addition, it has been assumed in the model that employees
do not work more than seventy-five hours for a given week; the normal and actual curves
represent the amount that employees would have to work given their reference and actual
productivities. The tasks that should have been done that week to meet the project
schedule but were not get pushed back to the following week, which helps create the
greater variation in work week. Another influencing factor is the effect of stress on
productivity. As workload increases and employees work more hours, employees
become more fatigued and less productive, which further contributes to the problem.
The table below presents normal and actual
increasing workload increments.
work hours per week across a variety of
Actual Hours Normal Hours % Difference
Baseline 41.9 38.8 8.0%
+10% Workload 46.0 42.7 7.7%
+20% Workload 50.1 46.5 7.7%
+30% Workload 54.2 50.3 7.8%
+40% Workload 58.3 54.1 7.8%
+50% Workload 62.4 57.9 7.8%
+60% Workload 66.5 61.7 7.8%
+70% Workload 70.5 65.4 7.8%
+80% Workload 74.3 69.1 7.5%
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+90% Workload 77.7 72.8 6.7%
+100% Workload 81.3 76.4 6.4%
Table 10: Normal vs. Actual Hours, Increasing Workloads
It can be seen that the absolute difference between actual and normal hours increases, but
the percentage difference actually decreases slightly. This shows that actual productivity
has its limits and reaps diminishing returns.
5.3.2. Adding Projects and Employees
In the previous section, doubling the number of projects provided a significant challenge
to the existing workforce, however, in this section the scenario of a growing workload
coupled with an expanding workforce is examined.
In this scenario, the workload is kept doubled from the baseline case, and employees are
added incrementally to see at what point workloads become sustainable without having to
work incredibly long hours. It has also been assumed that employees are hired at the
same time as the workload increases, so existing employees are both handling more tasks
while training new hires. Main results are summarized in the table below.
Actual Hours Normal Hours % Difference
+33% Workforce 61.3 58.3 5.1%
+50% Workforce 54.3 52.3 3.8%
+67% Workforce 47.0 46.2 1.7%
Table 11: Normal vs. Actual Work Hours per Week, Adding Project and Employees
Doubling the workload requires approximately 67% additional people to bring work
hours to a sub-fifty hour work week on average. Unfortunately, cost and finances are not
considered in the simulation, so it is difficult to determine if the additional revenues from
increasing projects is offset by the hiring of additional employees and their additional
associated resources.
5.3.3. Discussion
Employees can only be expected to work for so many hours in a given week, and if the
workload increases significantly, then tasks that were scheduled to be completed are
more likely to be pushed back to following weeks, or if not, then the quality of the work
may suffer as employees cut comers. The model simulation does not include a feedback
loop for cutting comers, but it does impose a limit of a maximum seventy-five hour work
week. If tasks in a given week exceed that amount of hours to accomplish, the remaining
tasks are recycled back into the stock of Work to Do.
In the scenario where workload doubled but the number of employees remained constant,
workloads essentially became unmanageable and tasks ended up slipping. Stress levels
were high from being under constant pressure, and while the system eventually reached a
stable point, the conditions under which employees would have to function would be
undesirable.
It would take an expansion of two-thirds the size of the current workforce to offset a
doubling of the workload and bring back a sustainable working environment. The cost of
hiring, training, and providing the necessary resources for such an expansion may be
prohibitive when compared to the gain in revenues from increased project loads. Future
simulation models incorporating cost estimates could better provide a framework for
assessing the relative tradeoff.
Even with increased workloads, results show that actual fire fighting is minimal. The
hours worked increased to compensate for greater workloads, but project manager
allocation actually smoothed out in response. This is in contrast to the expectations held
at the onset of this study. The startup environment actually promotes flexibility in
completing projects, which is in contrast to a larger organization where employees are
more likely to function in silo's that don't allow for as much assistance when events turn
sour. Project managers are able to target tasks that are most critical, which helps to
prevent serious negative effects from spreading.
5.4. Productivity Effects
CFD productivity is affected, in part, by the computing resources available. If project
managers have access to faster computers and improved software, productivity can
increase sharply. What effect will it have on workload and employee allocation?
Similarly, there is currently a hard cap of two weeks between project start and when lab
works begin mainly due to delays with parts being ordered from a third party. What
happens if manufacturing occurs in-house but employees can get started working earlier?
These questions will be addressed in the following sections.
5.4.1. CFD Productivity Increase by 33%
Technology is continually progressing, and computing speed roughly doubles every
eighteen months, according to Moore's Law. Given the size and scope of many of the
computational models, significant computational resources are needed to complete them
in a desirable amount of time with accurate resolution.
We assume in the following results that acquisition of faster technology results in a CFD
reference productivity increase of 33%. We assume that this occurs in Week 50, and all
other conditions remain the same as in the baseline case.
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Figure 36: CFD Productivity, CFD Productivity +33%
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Figure 37: Normal vs. Actual Hours Worked per Week, CFD Productivity +33%
Actual Hours per Week Normal Hours per Week % Difference
Raise CFD Productivity 37.6 35.1 7.1%
Baseline 41.9 38.8 8.0%
Table 12: Normal vs. Actual Hours Worked per Week, CFD Productivity +33%
This scenario represents a relatively uninteresting situation. It is observed that work
hours per week decrease, as might be expected, and the magnitude is approximately
equivalent to hiring an additional full-time CAD employee. It would be more
informative to compare it with the cost of obtaining the new technology, but due to time
limitations, cost and finances have not been included within the model.
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5.4.2. In-house Manufacturing
Currently, there is approximately a two week hard cap between when a project begins
and when the physical parts for the experimental components arrive and construction can
begin. This is partially due to it requiring a week to build the CAD model and a week for
the third party supplier to manufacture and deliver the parts. However, if the cost and
space requirements of developing in-house manufacturing capabilities were feasible,
what impact would it have?
To simulate this, several assumptions are made. First, it is assumed that manufacturing
can begin in parallel to the CAD tasks, so there is no longer a two week delay. This
represents a lean production system where parts are manufactured as soon as they are
ordered. Second, it is assumed that manufacturing parts in-house increases the number of
lab tasks per project by 33% while other tasks remain constant. Third, an assumption is
made that the learning curve for manufacturing follows the same curve as for any other
lab-related task, and employees get more productive as their experience grows. In-house
manufacturing is implemented at Week 50.
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Figure 38: Project Manager Allocation, In-House Manufacturing
The allocation of project managers remains unchanged from the baseline case, however,
the hours worked has increased slightly, as can be seen below.
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Figure 39: Normal vs. Actual Hours Worked per Week, In-House Manufacturing
Actual Hours per Week Normal Hours per Week % Difference
In-House Manufacturing 46.2 43.2 6.9%
Baseline 41.9 38.8 8.0%
Table 13: Normal vs. Actual Hours Worked per Week Comparison, In-House Manufacturing
Starting projects earlier does not quite balance out the added workload of having to
manufacture parts. Employees have more time to accomplish tasks but there are too
many tasks for the additional time to prevent an increase in work hours. We examine in
the next section the effect of adding in-house manufacturing capabilities but also hiring
an additional full-time lab employee.
5.4.3. In-House Manufacturing and Additional Lab Employees
The same initial assumptions for in-house manufacturing are made in this scenario as the
previous one, except now we hire an additional full-time lab employee in conjunction
with the increased capability at Week 50.
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Figure 40: Normal vs. Actual Hours Worked per Week, In-House and Additional Lab Employees
Actual Hours per Week Normal Hours per Week Difference
In-House + Lab Employee 40.6 38.2 6.3%
In-House Manufacturing 46.2 43.2 6.9%
Baseline 41.9 38.8 8.0%
Table 14: Normal vs. Actual Hours Comparison, In-House and Additional Lab Employees
There is an immediate impact on the hours worked when in-house manufacturing is
coupled with another full-time lab employee. Figure 41 shows the effect on project
manager task allocation where a slight decrease in project managers working on lab tasks
is observed.
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Figure 41: Project Manager Allocation, In-House and Additional Lab Employees
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These results indicate that the addition of in-house manufacturing alone will stretch
existing personnel and resources. However, hiring an additional employee will alleviate
much of the added work.
5.4.4. Discussion
Productivity increases in the form of technology upgrades can have a significant impact
on the rate of CFD completion. Currently, much of the time spent doing CFD tasks is
spent waiting for the computer to finish its calculations, and speeding the process up can
significantly increase the productivity of the current workforce to the point where it
would not be necessary to hire an additional person. It must be noted, however, that the
computers required for CFD analysis are often custom built and frequently much more
expensive than normal off-the-shelf brands. Also, the cost of obtaining software licenses
to perform the CFD simulations can be just as expensive if not more so than obtaining the
hardware components, and parallel computing oftentimes requires obtaining licenses for
each processor, which may constrain the benefits of massively parallelizing
computational simulations.
In-house manufacturing was found to produce mixed results. The number of tasks to
produce parts increases the workload, but it is only slightly offset by the extra schedule
time. This combines to produce a net increase in hours worked. However, adding an
additional employee to focus on manufacturing tasks can more than compensate for the
increased workload and reduce the hours worked to below baseline levels. It remains to
be seen whether the cost savings from being able to produce in-house on-demand justifies
the cost of acquiring the necessary machine infrastructure and hiring the extra help.
Future work can delve further into actual monetary costs.
A factor that was not accounted for in the system dynamics model that is important,
nonetheless, is the added flexibility in-house manufacturing allows. If an error is made in
the CAD model, for example, and it impacts the physical model, Alpha Company no
longer has to wait a week or two for the third party to manufacture it; they can process it
right away and the error can be fixed in a day or two.
6. Conclusions
A system dynamics model was developed and calibrated to current working conditions at
Alpha company, and several scenarios were introduced and analyzed in an effort to help
decision makers better understand the downstream effects their decisions may have on
the company and its employees.
Data was collected and interviews were conducted with current employees to determine
the baseline conditions at Alpha Company. Being a startup, the sample size of data was
relatively small and largely self-reported, which made determining the accuracy of the
model difficult. Improvements for data collection were suggested, which included
monitoring of errors and time to fix errors, establishment and tracking of standard project
start and end events, and task monitoring within projects. Such data could help identify
areas for improvement and help management better understand how valuable employee
time is being spent on tasks. Such information would also be very helpful in the future if
the system dynamics process is employed again.
After the baseline simulation was conducted, several scenarios were introduced to the
model. First, the effect of hiring additional employees was examined. Project managers
were found to offer the greatest reduction in work hours due, in part, to their flexibility in
being able to juggle and fire fight where needed. This analysis assumed that no
additional costs or resources other than time for training would be required for new
employees, which is unlikely in real life.
Second, the effects of additional workload were analyzed. Doubling the workload was
found to create an unsustainable working environment. Tasks were found to be pushed
back to subsequent weeks, stress and productivity took downturns, and the magnitude and
variation in work hours increased as resources became stretched. Hiring approximately
four additional employees was found to offset the workload effects, however, the
financial cost of doing so could outweigh the benefit of obtaining more work.
Finally, productivity effects were examined. Increasing productivity through
technological means, such as upgraded software or computational resources, was found
to provide a strong benefit, however, the model lacked the cost estimation to be able to
justify the productivity gains from making such an investment. In-house manufacturing
was found to offer benefits that would require an additional employee in order to be fully
realized, though the side benefit of added flexibility to the project schedule was not
modeled within the simulation and could constitute an even better upside.
An unexpected result of the study was that the startup environment was a benefit to
project management. Startups with their small size and small budgets are customarily
thought of as facing serious fire fighting issues when projects run behind schedule, yet
the results showed that the inherent flexibility of project managers at Alpha Company
provided a means to effectively quell outbreaks before they became major issues.
Another benefit of Alpha Company's small size was that it allowed for a degree of
control over project inflow. It is easy for decision makers to gauge when employees are
becoming overloaded, which is a feedback mechanism that limits the intake of additional
projects that could potentially lead to fire fighting. The coupling of flexibility in
controlling project intake with flexibility in completing projects helped to minimize fire
fighting, which was counter to initial expectations.
One of the main areas for future improvement of the system dynamics model is financial
and cost estimation that will allow for better tradeoff comparisons. Some behavior loops
such as "cutting corners" or the potential crashing of employees onto lab tasks as clients
are coming to visit are not included in the current model that could influence worker
allocation as well as impact the end product presented to customers. In addition,
calibration of the model based on available data is a concern; new data may require
adjustment of parameters and result in different outcomes.
The results presented herein have attempted to offer perspective on the dynamic behavior
of employees and project management at Alpha Company. It is hoped that decision
makers will be able to take the model and results developed in this paper to make more
informed decisions that will mutually benefit the company, its employees, as well as its
customers.
Appendix
The system dynamics model is presented in the figure below. All equations are presented
following the diagram.
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(001) Actual Hours per Week CFD = Table for CFD Hours Worked per Week(Actual
Required Weeks to Makeup Gap CFD)
Units: Hour/Week
(002) Actual Hours per Week Lab = Table for Lab Hours Worked per Week(Actual
Required Weeks to Makeup Gap Lab)
Units: Hour/Week
(003) Actual Hours per Week Required CAD = Table for CAD Hours Worked per
Week(Actual Required Weeks to Makeup Gap CAD)
Units: Hour/Week
(004) Actual Required Tasks to Makeup Gap CAD = Actual Required Weeks to
Makeup Gap CAD*Gross CAD Completion
Units: Week
(005) Actual Required Tasks to Makeup Gap CFD = Gross CFD Completion*Actual
Required Weeks to Makeup Gap CFD
Units: Task
(006) Actual Required Tasks to Makeup Gap Lab = Gross Lab Completion*Actual
Required Weeks to Makeup Gap Lab
Units: Task
(007) Actual Required Weeks to Makeup Gap CAD = CAD Work Gap/(Productivity
CAD*(PM's Working on CAD+"Full-time CAD Staff'+"Full-time Inexperienced
CAD Staff')+1)
Units: Week
(008) Actual Required Weeks to Makeup Gap CFD = CFD Work Gap/(Gross CFD
Completion+l)
Units: Week
(009) Actual Required Weeks to Makeup Gap Lab = Lab Work Gap/(Gross Lab
Completion+ 1)
Units: Week
(010) Average Experience CAD = IF THEN ELSE( PM's Working on CAD>0 , Total
Effective Experience CAD/(PM's Working on CAD +"Full-time CAD
Staff'+"Full-time Inexperienced CAD Staff'), Total Effective Experience
CAD/("Full-time CAD Staff'+"Full-time Inexperienced CAD Staff'))
Units: Week
(011) Average Experience CFD = IF THEN ELSE( PM's Working on CFD>0, Total
Effective Experience CFD/(PM's Working on CFD+Inexperienced PM),0)
Units: Week
(012) Average Experience Lab = IF THEN ELSE(PM's Working in Lab>0, Total Effect
Experience Lab/("Full-time Lab Staff'+PM's Working in Lab+"Full-Time
Inexperienced Lab Staff'), Total Effect Experience Lab/("Full-time Lab
Staff'+"Full-Time Inexperienced Lab Staff'))
Units: Week
(013) Average Experience of New Hires CAD = 2
Units: Week
(014) Average Experience of New Hires CFD = 2
Units: Week
(015) Average Experience of New Hires Lab = 2
Units: Week
(016) CAD Adjustment Time = 2
Units: Week
(017) CAD Completion = MIN( Gross CAD Completion*TIME STEP , CAD Work to
Do/Minimum CAD Task per Week)
Units: Task
(018) CAD Desired Work Done = INTEG (Increase in Desired CAD Work Done, 0)
Units: Task
(019) CAD Hiring Rate = Number of CAD Hires*PULSE(CAD Hiring Time, 1 )
Units: People
(020) CAD Hiring Time = 50
Units: Week
(021) CAD Leaming Time = 4
Units: Week
(022) CAD Quality = MAX( 1-(CAD Rework/(CAD Completion+1)) ,0)
Units: Dimensionless
(023) CAD Rework = CAD Completion*Table for CAD Error Rate(Normalized CAD
Work Pressure)+"Total Difference CAD (tasks)"
Units: Task
(024) CAD Stress Level = Table for Stress Level(Normalized CAD Work Pressure)
Units: Dimensionless
(025) CAD Task Introduction = IF THEN ELSE(Project Start Week=O:OR:Project Start
Week 2=0:OR:Project Start Week 3=0:OR:Project Start Week 4=0:OR:Project
Start Week 5=0:OR:Project Start Week 6=0, CAD Tasks per Project, 0 )
Units: Task
(026) CAD Tasks per Project = 15+0*STEP(15, 50)
Units: Task
(027) CAD Work Done = INTEG (CAD Completion-CAD Rework,0)
Units: Task
(028) CAD Work Gap = CAD Work Done-CAD Desired Work Done
Units: Task
(029) CAD Work to Do = INTEG (CAD Rework+CAD Task Introduction-CAD
Completion, 0.01)
Units: Task
(030) CFD Adjustment Time = 2
Units: Week
(031) CFD Completion = MIN( Gross CFD Completion*TIME STEP , CFD Work to
Do/Minimum CFD Task per Week)
Units: Task
(032) CFD Desired Work Done = INTEG (Increase in Desired CFD Work Done, 0)
Units: Task
(033) CFD Hiring Rate = Number of PM CFD Hires*PULSE(CFD Hiring Time, 1 )
Units: People
(034) CFD Hiring Time = 50
Units: Week
(035) CFD Learning Rate = Inexperienced PM/CFD Learning Time
Units: Week
(036) CFD Learning Time = 8
Units: Week
(037) CFD Quality = MAX( 1-(CFD Rework/(CFD Completion+l)) ,0 )
Units: Dimensionless
(038) CFD Rework = MAX(CFD Completion*Table for CFD Error Rate(Normalized
CFD Work Pressure)+"Total Difference CFD (tasks)", 0)
Units: Task
(039) CFD Stress Level = Table for CFD Stress Level(Normalized CFD Work Pressure)
Units: Dimensionless
(040) CFD Task Introduction = IF THEN ELSE(Project Start Week=2:OR:Project Start
Week 2=2:OR:Project Start Week 3=2:OR:Project Start Week 4=2:OR:Project
Start Week 5=2:OR:Project Start Week 6=2, CFD Tasks per Project, 0 )
Units: Task
(041) CFD Tasks per Project = 15+0*STEP(15, 50)
Units: Task
(042) CFD Work Done = INTEG (CFD Completion-CFD Rework, 0)
Units: Task
(043) CFD Work Gap = CFD Work Done-CFD Desired Work Done
Units: Task
(044) CFD Work to Do = INTEG (CFD Rework+CFD Task Introduction-CFD
Completion, 0)
Units: Task
(045) Experience Decay Rate CAD = (PM's Working on CAD+"Full-time CAD
Staff')*Average Experience CAD*Fractional Experience Decay Rate CAD
Units: People*Week
(046) Experience Decay Rate CFD = Average Experience CFD*Fractional Experience
Decay Rate CFD*(PM's Working on CFD+Inexperienced PM)
Units: People*Week
(047) Experience Decay Rate Lab = Average Experience Lab*Fractional Experience
Decay Rate Lab*("Full-time Lab Staff'+PM's Working in Lab+"Full-Time
Inexperienced Lab Staff')
Units: People*Week
(048) FINAL TIME = 300
Units: Week
The final time for the simulation.
(049) Fractional Experience Decay Rate CAD = 0.1
Units: Dimensionless
(050) Fractional Experience Decay Rate CFD = 0.1
Units: Dimensionless
(051) Fractional Experience Decay Rate Lab = 0.1
Units: Dimensionless
(052) Fractional Improvement in Productivity per Doubling of Experience CAD = 0.05
Units: Dimensionless
(053) Fractional Improvement in Productivity per Doubling of Experience CFD =
0.035
Units: Dimensionless
(054) Fractional Improvement in Productivity per Doubling of Experience Lab = 0.05
Units: Dimensionless
(055) "Full-time CAD Staff' = INTEG (Learning, 1)
Units: People
(056) "Full-time Inexperienced CAD Staff' = INTEG (CAD Hiring Rate-Learning, 0)
Units: People
(057) "Full-Time Inexperienced Lab Staff' = INTEG (Lab Hiring Rate-Lab Learning
Rate, 0)
Units: People
(058) "Full-time Lab Staff' = INTEG (Lab Learning Rate,2)
Units: People
(059) Gross CAD Completion = (PM's Working on CAD+"Full-time CAD
Staff'+"Full-time Inexperienced CAD Staff')*Productivity CAD
Units: Task/Week
(060) Gross CFD Completion = (PM's Working on CFD+Inexperienced
PM)*Productivity CFD
Units: Task/Week
(061) Gross Lab Completion = Productivity Lab*(PM's Working in Lab+"Full-time Lab
Staff'+"Full-Time Inexperienced Lab Staff' )
Units: Task/Week
(062) Increase in Desired CAD Work Done = CAD Work Gap/CAD Adjustment Time
Units: Task
(063) Increase in Desired CFD Work Done = CFD Work Gap/CFD Adjustment Time
Units: Task
(064) Increase in Desired Lab Work Done = Lab Work Gap/Lab Adjustment Time
Units: Task
(065) Increase in Experience from Switching to CAD = Average Experience of New
Hires CAD*(PM's Switching from CFD to CAD+PM's Switching from Lab to
CAD)
Units: People*Week
(066) Increase in Experience from Switching to CFD = Average Experience of New
Hires CFD*(PM's Switching from CAD to CFD+PM's Switching from Lab to
CFD)
Units: People*Week
(067) Increase in Experience from Switching to Lab = Average Experience of New
Hires Lab*(PM's Switching from CAD to Lab+PM's Switching from CFD to Lab)
Units: People*Week
(068) "Increase in On-the-Job Experience CAD" = Normal CAD Days Worked per
Week*(PM's Working on CAD+"Full-time CAD Staff'+"Full-time Inexperienced
CAD Staff')
Units: People*Week
(069) "Increase in On-the-Job Experience CFD" = (PM's Working on
CFD+Inexperienced PM)*Normal CFD Days Worked per Week
Units: People*Week
(070) "Increase in On-the-Job Experience Lab" = Normal Lab Days Worked per
Week*("Full-time Lab Staff'+PM's Working in Lab+"Full-Time Inexperienced
Lab Staff')
Units: People*Week
(071) Inexperienced PM = INTEG (CFD Hiring Rate-CFD Learning Rate, 0)
Units: People
(072) INITIAL TIME = 0
Units: Week
The initial time for the simulation.
(073) Lab Adjustment Time = 2.5
Units: Week
(074) Lab Completion = MIN(Lab Work to Do/Minimum Lab Task per Week, Gross
Lab Completion*TIME STEP)
Units: Task
(075) Lab Desired Work Done= INTEG (Increase in Desired Lab Work Done, 0)
Units: Task
(076) Lab Hiring Rate = Number of Lab Hires*PULSE(Lab Hiring Time, 1 )
Units: People
(077) Lab Hiring Time = 50
Units: Week
(078) Lab Learning Rate = "Full-Time Inexperienced Lab Staff'/Lab Learning Time
Units: Week
(079) Lab Learning Time = 24
Units: Week
(080) Lab Quality = MAX( 1-(Lab Rework/(Lab Completion+l1)) ,0 )
Units: Dimensionless
(081) Lab Rework = Lab Completion*Table for Lab Error Rate(Normalized Lab Work
Pressure)+"Total Difference (tasks)"
Units: Task
(082) Lab Stress Level = Table for Lab Stress Level(Normalized Lab Work Pressure)
Units: Dimensionless
(083) Lab Task Introduction = IF THEN ELSE(Project Start Week=Lab Time
Variable:OR:Project Start Week 2=Lab Time Variable:OR:Project Start Week
3=Lab Time Variable:OR:Project Start Week 4=Lab Time Variable:OR:Project
Start Week 5=Lab Time Variable:OR:Project Start Week 6=Lab Time Variable,
Lab Tasks per Project, 0 )
Units: Task
(084) Lab Tasks per Project = 15+STEP(5, 50)
Units: Task
(085) Lab Time Variable = 2-STEP(2, 50 )
Units: Week
(086) Lab Work Done = INTEG (Lab Completion-Lab Rework, 0)
Units: Task
(087) Lab Work Gap = Lab Work Done-Lab Desired Work Done
Units: Task
(088) Lab Work to Do = INTEG (Lab Rework+Lab Task Introduction-Lab Completion,
0)
Units: Task
(089) Learning = "Full-time Inexperienced CAD Staff'/CAD Learning Time
Units: Week
(090) Loss of Experience from Switching to CAD or Lab = Average Experience
CFD*(PM's Switching from CFD to CAD+PM's Switching from CFD to Lab)
Units: People*Week
(091) Loss of Experience from Switching to CFD or Lab = MAX(Average Experience
CAD*(PM's Switching from CAD to CFD+PM's Switching from CAD to Lab), 0)
Units: People*Week
(092) Loss of Experience from Switching to Else = MAX(Average Experience
Lab*(PM's Switching from Lab to CAD+PM's Switching from Lab to CFD), 0 )
Units: People*Week
(093) Loss of Experience from Training = ("Full-time Inexperienced CAD Staff')*25
Units: People*Week
(094) Loss of Experience from Training CFD = Inexperienced PM*8
Units: People*Week
(095) Loss of Experience from Training Lab = "Full-Time Inexperienced Lab Staff'"*8
Units: People*Week
(096) Minimum CAD Task per Week = (PM's Working on CAD+"Full-time CAD
Staff'+"Full-time Inexperienced CAD Staff')/0.65
Units: Task/Week
(097) Minimum CFD Task per Week = PM's Working on CFD/0.75
Units: Task/Week
(098) Minimum Lab Task per Week = ("Full-time Lab Staff'+PM's Working in
Lab+"Full-Time Inexperienced Lab Staff"')/0.75
Units: Task/Week
(099) Normal CAD Days Worked per Week = Normal CAD Hours Worked per
Week/Normal CAD Hours per Day
Units: Week
(100) Normal CAD Hours per Day = 8
Units: Hour
(101) Normal CAD Hours Worked per Week = 40
Units: Hour
(102) Normal CFD Days Worked per Week = 5
Units: Day
(103) Normal Hours per Week CAD = Table for CAD Hours Worked per Week(Normal
Required Weeks to Makeup Gap CAD)
Units: Hour/Week
(104) Normal Hours per Week CFD = Table for CFD Hours Worked per Week(Normal
Required Weeks to Makeup Gap CFD)
Units: Hour/Week
(105) Normal Hours per Week Lab = Table for Lab Hours Worked per Week(Normal
Required Weeks to Makeup Gap Lab)
Units: Hour/Week
(106) Normal Lab Days Worked per Week = 5
Units: Day
(107) Normal Required Weeks to Makeup Gap CAD = CAD Work Gap/(Reference
Productivity CAD*(PM's Working on CAD+"Full-time CAD Staff'+"Full-time
Inexperienced CAD Staff'))
Units: Week
(108) Normal Required Weeks to Makeup Gap CFD = CFD Work Gap/((PM's Working
on CFD+Inexperienced PM)*Reference Productivity CFD)
Units: Week
(109) Normal Required Weeks to Makeup Gap Lab = Lab Work Gap/(Reference
Productivity Lab*(PM's Working in Lab+"Full-time Lab Staff'+"Full-Time
Inexperienced Lab Staff')+1)
Units: Week
(110) Normalized CAD Work Gap = CAD Work Gap/(CAD Work to Do+ 1)
Units: Dimensionless
(111) Normalized CAD Work Pressure = IF THEN ELSE(Time<12, Normalized CAD
Work Gap/(12-Project Start Week), IF THEN ELSE(Project Start
Week<2:AND:Project Start Week>0, Normalized CAD Work Gap/(12-Project
Start Week 2), IF THEN ELSE(Project Start Week<4:AND:Project Start
Week>=2, Normalized CAD Work Gap/(12-Project Start Week 3), IF THEN
ELSE(Project Start Week<6:AND:Project Start Week>=4,Normalized CAD
Work Gap/(12-Project Start Week 4), IF THEN ELSE(Project Start
Week<8:AND:Project Start Week>=6, Normalized CAD Work Gap/(12-Project
Start Week 5), IF THEN ELSE( Project Start Week<10:AND:Project Start
Week>=8 , Normalized CAD Work Gap/(12-Project Start Week 6) , Normalized
CAD Work Gap/(12-Project Start Week) ) ) )) ) )
Units: Dimensionless
(112) Normalized CFD Work Gap = CFD Work Gap/(CFD Work to Do+1)
Units: Dimensionless
(113) Normalized CFD Work Pressure = IF THEN ELSE(Time<12, Normalized CFD
Work Gap/(12-Project Start Week), IF THEN ELSE(Project Start
Week<2:AND:Project Start Week>O, Normalized CFD Work Gap/(12-Project
Start Week 2) , IF THEN ELSE(Project Start Week<4:AND:Project Start
Week>=2, Normalized CFD Work Gap/(12-Project Start Week 3) , IF THEN
ELSE(Project Start Week<6:AND:Project Start Week>=4,Normalized CFD Work
Gap/(12-Project Start Week 4) , IF THEN ELSE(Project Start
Week<8:AND:Project Start Week>=6, Normalized CFD Work Gap/(12-Project
Start Week 5) , IF THEN ELSE( Project Start Week<1O:AND:Project Start
Week>=8, Normalized CFD Work Gap/(12-Project Start Week 6), Normalized
CFD Work Gap/(12-Project Start Week) ))))))
Units: Dimensionless
(114) Normalized Lab Work Gap = Lab Work Gap/(Lab Work to Do+ 1)
Units: Dimensionless
(115) Normalized Lab Work Pressure = IF THEN ELSE(Time<12, Normalized Lab
Work Gap/(12-Project Start Week) , IF THEN ELSE(Project Start
Week<2:AND:Project Start Week>O, Normalized Lab Work Gap/(12-Project
Start Week 2) , IF THEN ELSE(Project Start Week<4:AND:Project Start
Week>=2, Normalized Lab Work Gap/(12-Project Start Week 3) , IF THEN
ELSE(Project Start Week<6:AND:Project Start Week>=4,Normalized Lab Work
Gap/(12-Project Start Week 4), IF THEN ELSE(Project Start
Week<8:AND:Project Start Week>=6, Normalized Lab Work Gap/(12-Project
Start Week 5), IF THEN ELSE( Project Start Week<1 0:AND:Project Start
Week>=8, Normalized Lab Work Gap/(12-Project Start Week 6), Normalized
Lab Work Gap/(12-Project Start Week))))) ) )
Units: Dimensionless
(116) Number of CAD Hires = 0
Units: People
(117) Number of Lab Hires = 1
Units: People
(118) Number of PM CFD Hires = 0
Units: People
(119) Percentage PM's Working in Lab = PM's Working in Lab/Total PM's
Units: Dimensionless
(120) Percentage PM's Working on CAD = PM's Working on CAD/Total PM's
Units: Dimensionless
(121) Percentage PM's Working on CFD = PM's Working on CFD/Total PM's
Units: Dimensionless
(122) PM's Switching from CAD to CFD = IF THEN ELSE(Normalized CFD Work
Pressure>Normalized CAD Work Pressure:AND:PM's Working on
CAD>0:OR:Normalized CFD Work Pressure>0, PM's Working on CAD/Table
for Rate of Switching(Normalized CFD Work Pressure-Normalized CAD Work
Pressure), 0)
Units: People
(123) PM's Switching from CAD to Lab = IF THEN ELSE(Normalized Lab Work
Pressure>Normalized CAD Work Pressure:AND:PM's Working on
CAD>0:OR:Normalized Lab Work Pressure >0, PM's Working on CAD/Table for
Rate of Switching(Normalized Lab Work Pressure-Normalized CAD Work
Pressure), 0O)
Units: People
(124) PM's Switching from CFD to CAD = IF THEN ELSE(Normalized CAD Work
Pressure>Normalized CFD Work Pressure:AND:PM's Working on
CFD>0:OR:Normalized CAD Work Pressure>0, PM's Working on CFD/Table for
Rate of Switching (Normalized CAD Work Pressure-Normalized CFD Work
Pressure), 0 )
Units: People
(125) PM's Switching from CFD to Lab = IF THEN ELSE(Normalized Lab Work
Pressure>Normalized CFD Work Pressure:AND:PM's Working on
CFD>0:OR:Normalized Lab Work Pressure>0, PM's Working on CFD/Table for
Rate of Switching(Normalized Lab Work Pressure-Normalized CFD Work
Pressure), 0O)
Units: People
(126) PM's Switching from Lab to CAD = IF THEN ELSE(Normalized CAD Work
Pressure>Normalized Lab Work Pressure:AND:PM's Working in
Lab>0:OR:Normalized CAD Work Pressure >0, PM's Working in Lab/Table for
Rate of Switching(Normalized CAD Work Pressure-Normalized Lab Work
Pressure), 0O)
Units: People
(127) PM's Switching from Lab to CFD = IF THEN ELSE(Normalized CFD Work
Pressure>Normalized Lab Work Pressure:AND:PM's Working in
Lab>0:OR:Normalized CFD Work Pressure>0, PM's Working in Lab/Table for
Rate of Switching(Normalized CFD Work Pressure-Normalized Lab Work
Pressure), 0)
Units: People
(128) PM's Working in Lab = INTEG (PM's Switching from CAD to Lab+PM's
Switching from CFD to Lab-PM's Switching from Lab to CAD-PM's Switching
from Lab to CFD,1)
Units: People
(129) PM's Working on CAD = INTEG (PM's Switching from CFD to CAD+PM's
Switching from Lab to CAD-PM's Switching from CAD to CFD-PM's Switching
from CAD to Lab,1)
Units: People
(130) PM's Working on CFD = INTEG (CFD Learning Rate+PM's Switching from
CAD to CFD+PM's Switching from Lab to CFD-PM's Switching from CFD to
CAD-PM's Switching from CFD to Lab,l)
Units: People
(131) Productivity CAD = Reference Productivity CAD*(1-CAD Stress
Level)*(Average Experience CAD/Reference Experience
CAD)A(LN(1 +Fractional Improvement in Productivity per Doubling of
Experience CAD)/LN(2))
Units: Task/Week/People
(132) Productivity CFD = Reference Productivity CFD*(1-CFD Stress Level)*(Average
Experience CFD/Reference Experience CFD)^(LN(I +Fractional Improvement in
Productivity per Doubling of Experience CFD)/LN(2))
Units: Task/Week/People
(133) Productivity Lab = Reference Productivity Lab*(1-Lab Stress Level)*(Average
Experience Lab/Reference Experience Lab)A(LN(1+Fractional Improvement in
Productivity per Doubling of Experience Lab)/LN(2))
Units: Task/Week/People
(134) Project End Dates = INTEG (Project Start Week,0)
Units: Week
(135) Project End Dates 2 = INTEG (Project Start Week 2, 0)
Units: Week
(136) Project End Dates 3 = INTEG (Project Start Week 3, 0)
Units: Week
(137) Project End Dates 4 = INTEG (Project Start Week 4, 0)
Units: Week
(138) Project End Dates 5 = INTEG (Project Start Week 5, 0)
Units: Week
(139) Project End Dates 6 = INTEG (Project Start Week 6, 0)
Units: Week
(140) Project Start Week = IF THEN ELSE(Time<Time Boundary, MODULO( Time,
Total Schedule Project Duration), 1 )
Units: Week
(141) Project Start Week 2 = IF THEN ELSE(Time<Time Boundary, MODULO(
Time-2 , Total Schedule Project Duration ), 1 )
Units: Week
(142) Project Start Week 3 = IF THEN ELSE(Time<Time Boundary,
Time-4 , Total Schedule Project Duration), 1 )
Units: Week
(143) Project Start Week 4 = IF THEN ELSE(Time<Time Boundary,
Time-6 , Total Schedule Project Duration), 1 )
Units: Week
(144) Project Start Week 5 = IF THEN ELSE(Time<Time Boundary,
Time-8 , Total Schedule Project Duration), 1 )
Units: Week
(145) Project Start Week 6 = IF THEN ELSE(Time<Time Boundary,
Time-10 , Total Schedule Project Duration ), 1 )
Units: Week
(146) Reference Experience CAD = 1
Units: Week
(147) Reference Experience CFD = 1
Units: Week
(148) Reference Experience Lab = 1
Units: Week
(149) Reference Productivity CAD = 30
Units: Task/Week/Person
(150) Reference Productivity CFD = 30
Units: Task/Week/People
(151) Reference Productivity Lab = 20
Units: Task/Week/People
MODULO(
MODULO(
MODULO(
MODULO(
(152) SAVEPER =TIME STEP
Units: Week [0,?]
The frequency with which output is stored.
(153) Table for CAD Error Rate([(0,0)-
(0.6,0.6)],(0,0),(0.05,0.05),(0.1,0.15),(0.15,0.25),(0.2,0.3),(0.25,0.35),(0.3,0.4),(0.
4,0.45),(0.5,0.5),(0.6,0.5))
Units: Task
(154) Table for CAD Hours Worked per Week([(0,0)-
(10,80)],(0,0),(0.5,20),( 1,40),( 1.5,60),(2,80))
Units: Hour/Week
(155) Table for CFD Error Rate([(0,0)-
(0.8,1)],(0,0),(0.05,0.1 ),(0.1,0.12),(0.15,0.15),(0.2,0.175),(0.25,0.225),(0.3,0.25),(
0.4,0.3),(0.5,0.375),(0.6,0.4),(0.7,0.4))
Units: Task
(156) Table for CFD Hours Worked per Week([(0,0)-
(10, 80)],(0,0),(0.5,20),( 1,40),(1 .5,60),(2,80))
Units: Hour/Week
(157) Table for CFD Stress Level([(0,0)-
(0.8,0.8)],(0,0),(0.1,0.05),(0.2,0.12),(0.3,0.2),(0.4,0.3),(0.5,0.3),(0.6,0.3),(0.7,0.3),
(0.8,0.3))
Units: Dimensionless
(158) Table for Lab Error Rate([(0,0)-
(0.6,1)],(0,0),(0.05,0.2),(0.1,0.25),(0.15,0.3),(0.2,0.5),(0.25,0.6),(0.3,0.7),(0.4,0.8)
,(0.5,0.8))
Units: Task
(159) Table for Lab Hours Worked per Week([(0,0)-
(10,80)],(0,0),(0.5,20),(1,40),(1.5,60),(2,80))
Units: Hour/Week
(160) Table for Lab Stress Level([(0,0)-
(0.8,0.8)](0,0),(0 0.1,0.05),(0.2,0.12),(0.3,0.2),(0.4,0.3),(0.5,0.3),(0.6,0.3),(0.7,0.3),
(0.8,0.3))
Units: Dimensionless
(161) Table for Rate of Switching([(0,0)-
(0.6,10)],(0,4),(0.1,3)0.22.5),(0. 3,2),(0.4,1.5),(0.5,1.25),(0.6,1.15))
Units: Dimensionless
(162) Table for Stress Level([(0,0)-
(0.8,0.8)],(0,0),(0.1,0.05),(0.2,0.12),(0.3,0.2),(0.4,0.3),(0.5,0.3),(0.6,0.3),(0.7,0.3),
(0.8,0.3))
Units: Dimensionless
(163) Time Boundary = 300
Units: Week
(164) TIME STEP = 1
Units: Week [0,?]
The time step for the simulation.
(165) Total Actual Hours Required per Week = Actual Hours per Week Required
CAD+Actual Hours per Week CFD+Actual Hours per Week Lab
Units: Hour/Week
(166) Total Actual Hours Worked per Week = MIN(Total Actual Hours Required per
Week, 75)
Units: Hour/Week
(167) "Total Difference (tasks)"=Gross Lab Completion*"Total Difference Lab
(weeks)"
Units: Task
(168) "Total Difference (weeks)" = (Total Actual Hours Required per Week-Total
Actual Hours Worked per Week)/40
Units: Week
(169) "Total Difference CAD (tasks)" = "Total Difference CAD (weeks)"*Gross CAD
Completion
Units: Task
(170) "Total Difference CAD (weeks)" = (Gross CAD Completion/(Gross CAD
Completion+Gross CFD Completion+Gross Lab Completion))*"Total Difference
(weeks)"
Units: Week
(171) "Total Difference CFD (tasks)" = Gross CFD Completion*"Total Difference CFD
(weeks)"
Units: Task
(172) "Total Difference CFD (weeks)" = (Gross CFD Completion/(Gross CAD
Completion+Gross CFD Completion+Gross Lab Completion))*"Total Difference
(weeks)"
Units: Week
(173) "Total Difference Lab (weeks)" = (Gross CAD Completion/(Gross CAD
Completion+Gross CFD Completion+Gross Lab Completion))*"Total Difference
(weeks)"
Units: Week
(174) Total Effect Experience Lab = INTEG (Increase in Experience from Switching to
Lab+"Increase in On-the-Job Experience Lab"-Experience Decay Rate Lab-Loss
of Experience from Switching to Else-Loss of Experience from Training Lab,50)
Units: People*Week
(175) Total Effective Experience CAD = INTEG (Increase in Experience from
Switching to CAD+"Increase in On-the-Job Experience CAD"-Experience Decay
Rate CAD-Loss of Experience from Switching to CFD or Lab-Loss of Experience
from Training, 0)
Units: People*Week
(176) Total Effective Experience CFD = INTEG (Increase in Experience from
Switching to CFD+"Increase in On-the-Job Experience CFD"-Experience Decay
Rate CFD-Loss of Experience from Switching to CAD or Lab-Loss of Experience
from Training CFD,0)
Units: People*Week [0,?]
(177) Total Normal Hours Worked per Week = Normal Hours per Week CAD+Normal
Hours per Week CFD+Normal Hours per Week Lab
Units: Hour/Week
(178) Total PM's = PM's Working in Lab+PM's Working on CAD+PM's Working on
CFD+Inexperienced PM
Units: People
(179) Total Required Tasks to Makeup Gap = Actual Required Tasks to Makeup Gap
CAD+Actual Required Tasks to Makeup Gap CFD+Actual Required Tasks to
Makeup Gap Lab
Units: Task
(180) Total Schedule Project Duration = 12
Units: Week
